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Lt.-Goy. Harry Lee Waterftèld
formally announces for Governor

coat
mineffec-

Lt.-Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield,
Clinton publisher, this week formally announced his candidacy
for Governor of Kentucky in the
Democratic primary next May.
Waterfield said in his announcement that he would have the support of Governor A. B. (Happy)
Chandler and welcomed the support of rank and file voters all
over Kentucky.
Mr. Waterfield said that he
would be an independent candidate. Waterfield's entrance into
the Governor's race brings the
race to four candidates, with his
most formidable opponents being
Wilson Wyatt, former Mayor of
Louisville and Bert Combs. Prestonsburg lawyer who was defeated by Chandler in 1955
Mr. Waterfield was born in
Calloway County, Ky., on JanuHARRY LEE WA'rESIFIELD
ary 19, 1911, and is the son of
Mrs. Lois Waterfield. As a boy he 1929. He then worleed his way
lived and worked on the farm and through to his B. it Degree in
attended the local common school Murray State Col tit
His mother, the
and later the Murray High School
r of the
Continued on
from which he was graduated in
Ten
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WFUL's CCA campaign grosses nearly
$1,000,000; "pay-off" is next Tuesday
nearly $1,000,000 in actual retail sales reported
from 34 sponsoring firms, Radio Station WFUL has concluded its Community Club Awards campaign. For 13
weeks 41 participating women's groups worked diligently to win $3,000 in weekly and grand awards and those
awards will be presented next Tuesday, July 8, at a payoff party on the lawn of the Radio Station.
Invitations to the pay-off party will be sent to the
clubs and the sponsoring firms to attend the party.
With

Heralded as one of the most
successful sales stimulating campaigns ever held in the Fulton
area, the participating groups
have also been highly complimentary of the opportunity they received to make money for their
club treasuries.
And money they made. One
club made a total of $650 in prize
money, with others making upwards of $300 and $400 dollars.
As one club chairman reported:
-It takes an awful lot of rum-

mAige sales, spaghetti suppers and
ice cream suppers tcf make that
kind of money."
Many of the participating sponsors, well pleased with the sales
results and good will brought to
their stores are seeking a repeat
campaign. Radio Station WFUL
has the campaign under advisement at this time. Merchants iiiterested in participating in a f Ature campaign are asked to make
their wishes known to the station
manager, or to J. 0. Lewis or Ken-

•
•
WFUL is making plans for a
big seven-day sales promotion
observing its 7th anniversary.
Designed to bring thousands of
shoppers to Fulton in the sevenday period, local merchants are
enthusiastically making plans
to participate in the big promotion.
•
•
•
neth Turner, members of the
sales staff at WFUL.
In totalling up the weekly tally
reports the totals revealed that
four clubs turned in actual sales,
not bonus dollar sales, but actual
sales receipts totalling more than
$350,000. These were actual sales
slips and proofs of purchase made
at the gores.
Meanwhile WFUL is making
plans for another big sales stimulating campaign observing the
seventh anniversary of the station's history,

Fulton County Safety Council
to be organized in September
GONE: The Milton Counce Grocery, an old familandmark on the Martin highway, was hauled
off its foundations Monday and carted a block down
!hr. s•reet to make way for a new service station
at the corner. On Thursday the old Holman home
next door (See upper photo, at left) was also moved

liar

away. completing the clearing.

Man's struggles foil pond rescue; Joe Taylor
of Crutchfield slips from men's grip Saturday
Joe Taylor, 23. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy D. Taylor of near
Crutchfield, drowned in a pond
back of, his home off Highway
94, Saturday morning about 10
o'clock.
Mr. Taylor. Truman Baker. aed
his son, Pete Bakrr, were seining
for fish in the pot d, when Mr.
• Taylor stepped into water over
his head. He took the cramps and
was unable to swim.
Mr Taylor's father, who was
sitting on the bank. jumped into
the water, and he and the two
other men tried to rescue the
man. At one time they almost
had Joe out of the water, but lost
him as he was struggling. The
three men were almost drowned
In the futile rescue attempt.
Rescue workers searched the
pond for about an hour before
the body was found by Merrel
Williams, Jimmy Williams and
Aubery Burns. neighbors of the
Taylor family.
Services were held Monday at
2 p. m. at the Crutchfield Metho-

dist Church The Rev. F. L. Clements and the Rev. J. F McMinn
officiated. Burial was in Greenlee
Cemetery, with Hornbeak Funeral Home in charge.
Ha leaves his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy D. Taylor, iiiirlher, Roy
M. Taylor:rot Birinfiathatts, dItte.;
his sister.insillW7
. StriA4411;16sT"
lor of Birmingham;.one niece an one nephew.
Mr. Taylor was single. tie was
a member of the Crutchfield
Methodist Church. Hr attended
school at Cayce and a Chamberlain Hunt Academy, at Port Gibson, Miss.
Pallbearers were Cecil Robert
Taylor, George Maurice Taylor,
J A. Taylor, Jr., Marvin Moorman, Jim Tipton and Johnny
Brown.

Final tribute is
paid to beloved
Mrs. J. J. Owen

Mrs. Batts in
charge of pool
formal opening

Several years ago, at Christmas
time, a lady called the News office
and asked if she could write her
own Christmas message to the
friends and patrons of the business in which she was one of the
_Work on the swimming pool owners. She said: "I want to say
on the 51-By-Pass is progressing the things that are in my heart
gay, according to Jae Tress, Presi- to all the people who have been
so good to us." And when that
message came into the office it
was a masterpiece of sincerity and
humility and gratitude to the
many friends whom she had had
Continued on Pape Ten

HEAVE HO. Mrs. Virgil Davis (center)
seems to be telling her co-workers as the
trio attempted to pull a fence post out of
the ground at Pierce Station on Wednesday
afternoon. Others in the photo are Mrs. Omer
Smith (left) and Mrs. G. L. Bennett who
braved the dust, sun and hard work to remove the fences from the almost impassable
gravel reads en which they live.

TAXING A BREATHER from the *edemas task of
fence moving Mrs. Rich Ferguson surveys the work
just done. while William I one icenteri rolls some
fence wire and Naomi Stem (right) looks with pride
on the hundreds of feet of fencing they have removed.
Fence moving was an attempt to show Obion County
officials that the residents of the area will do their
share to get new roads for the treacherous, hazardous,
and dangerous roads they must use every day.

Bruce E. Austin, Field Repre!entative of the Division of Accilent Control, Department of Pubic Safety, Frankfort is visiting in
Fulton and Hickman this week.
Mr. Austin is here getting acivainted with civic leaders, city
aid county officials and will re.urn here the first week in September for the purpose of organizng a Fulton County Safety Coun•il.
At that time committees on
'arm, home, school, traffic and
industrial safety will be appointed.
The State of Kentucky started

Pierce ladies don blue jeans for fence
moving project in effort to gel road
The ladies of Pierce Station in to be favored by the state as large attendance each Sunday.
Obion County, Tenn., donned their a secondary state road a distance The Chapel Hill Methodist Church
blue jeans Wednesday and started of 1.5 miles from the Illinois Cen- has a Sunday School attendance
the task of moving fences in the tral Railroad tracks to the U. S.
• Continued On Page Piva
area to give ample room for the 51-west at the John C. Smith
right of way for a road they are place. It is said by many that
trying to get constructed there. this "Y" is the most traveled road
The fence-moving was started on in the 16th District, according to
the farm of Mr. and Mrs. James the number of miles.
Warren.
This road connecting U. S. 45AFTER 20 YEARS—Mrs. Dessie Pinegar said goodA. R. Edwards, restaurant ownThe ladies are asking for a hard east at the Frank Sellars farm
surface road that would connect would serve two churches with er at Hickman, died at the Obion bye to her co-workers and retired from her job as a
County General Hospital in Union machine operator at the Henry I. Siegel Factory Friday,
Highways 45-E and 51-W through
City Wednesday afternoon at 1, of
the village of Pierce Station in
after 20 years of service. As a going away gift she was
injuries received in a fall from
Obion County, 16th District, a
presented a Presto electric skillet by her co-workers.
the
roof
of
his
store
building
redistance of approximately seven
cently.
Bidding her goodby in the picture is Jim Huffine, manamiles. The road nikw forms a
At the time of the accident Mr.
at Pierce—the most west-going to
A series of gospel meetings will Edwards had been repairing the ger of the local factory.
Union City and the northward
prong would serve the Fulton begin at the McConnell Church of roof and had started down the
Christ on Sunday, July 6. The ladder, when the ladder slipped. DENNYS RETURN TO FULTON
traffic.
The Fulton road would serve 23 evengelist will be Bro. E. Lacy When Mr. Edwards was reached
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Denny and
homes between Pierce and the Porter of Weiner, Arkansas, the he was lying on top of the ladder. sons, Stevie and Jimmy, have reand
the
Rives
minister
church
of
The Hickman man had been a turned to Fulton to make their
Union City Highway, U. S. 51west. At present there are 18 a regular speaker over a Union columnist for the Hickman Couri- home, after living in Anderson,
station
for
City
many
radio
years.
er.
regular workers using this road,
Ind., for the past few years.
a distance of 2.6 miles from the Porter is well-known throughout
He leaves his wife; a son, A. R.
In 1945 and '50 the Dennys
Illinois Central tracks. There are this area.
Edwards, Jr.; and two daughters, operated a photograpny studio
three milk routes, a school bus
Services will be held each night, Miss Betty Edwards and Mrs. across the street from the teleWhen death came quietly early
route and mail route on this commencing at 7:30. The McCon- Phillip Choate, all of Hickman.
phone office. Shortly they plan Monday morning to the Rev. Edprong.
nel congregation extends an inThe body is at the Barrett Fu- to open up a studio business in ward C. Nall, a beloved, respectThe Union City prong is the vitation to everyone to come out neral Home. Funeral arrange- their home at 200 College street ed and devoted figure left the
oldest and would be more likely and enjoy these services.
across from the high school gym. ranks of the ministry in this area.
ments are incomplete.
For although he had been retired
as a Baptist minister for several
years, Rev. Nall, even during his
lingering illne4, kept in constant
touch with church affairs not only
of his own faith but of the faiths
event, and in addition, showed
railroads
vicinon
came
the
dirt
first
to
the
work
doing
the
in
of his friends and relatives around
one of its huge "Lima" type lofirst railway tracks in the vicini- ity of Fulton. Another passenger him.
comotives. More than 5,000 perwas W. T. Cathey, an old citizea,
ty of Fulton.
Rev. Nall was born on June 26,
sons visitecrthe cab of the engine.
In the cab of the engine of who came to Fulton in 1850. L. 1872 in Hickman County, Ky., son
A like number of persons visited
was
S.
Phillips,
a
ticket
who
the pioneer train was Mrs. Casey
of W. J. and Calista Byrd Nall.
the pioneer train, which took part
Jones, sticilow of the famed Illi- agent at Fulton for more than He married Miss Luna Wright on
in the parade. Several officers of
twenty-five
years, acted as con- May 15, 1907.
nois Central engineer of that
the Illinois Central rode in autoAlter his retirement about 15
name. In the car behind the en- ductor of the train.
mobiles at the head of the parMrs. Boaz, of Fulton and Mrs. years ago; he had served as partgine was Mrs. Lizzie Brown, of
ade. At noon a luncheon was
Water Valley, who that day cele- Sallie Edwards, formerly Sallie time pastor at Bethel Church in
given for them at the Country
brated her 89th birthday. When McFall, of Fulton, but now of Hickman County, at Mt. Carmel
Club which was attended by the
she was 9 years old, Mrs. Brown, Chicasha, Okla., are the only Church near Fulton, at Wingo,
following: F. R. Mays, general
with her father, Allen Bryant, of other living persons known to Ky.,. and Phillippy, Tenn. At the
superintendent of motive power,
Mayfield, rode the first Illinois haye ridden the original train on time of his death he was a memChicago; Charles N. Burch, genCentral train that ran into Ful- Rs maiden trip into Fulton. ber of the Mt. Clarmel Baptist
eral solicitor, Memphis; E. W.
ton. She spoke of the old days Hays Turner, delegated as en- Church.
Sprague, general claim agent, ering, chief clerk to the train- when citizens came from miles gineer of engine No. 7001, for the
Besides his wife, he leaves a
Memphis; George R. Kimbell, master, Fulton; C. M. Chumley, around
son, Edward Nall, of Beelerton; a
to Fulton to see the new day, gave many helpful talks on
general passenger agent, Mem- division engineer, Paducah; and "iron horse," which spouted safety to the more than 5,000 per- daughter, Mrs. Mildred Moore, of
phis; T. E. Downard, supervisor Frank and Hubert Carr attorneys, smoke and steam and ran at the sons who visited the cab of his Fulton; a brother, Martin Nall, of
Fulton; and a granddaughter, Miss
B. & B., Paducah, Ky.; W. R. Fulton.
great speed of fifteen to twenty engine.
Judy Moore, of Fulton.
Mrs. Casey Jones on Engine
Judge
Burch
Is
Speaker
Hovious, claim agent, Memphis;
miles an hour. Other passengers
Services were held at Wesley
S. G. Alverson, claim agent, JackAmong the features of the in this car were Mr. and Mrs.
In the morning there were con- Church at Beelerton, Wednesday
son, Miss.; H. W. Williams, train- parade, aside from the Illinois W. T. Hill, parents of T. E. Hill, tests and races, a big band conafternoon at 2:30 p. m. The Rev.
master, Fulton; J. J. Hill, assis- Central participation, was a stage superintendent of the Kentucky cert, and another concert by Ray Fleming and the Rev. J. F.
tant trainmaster, Fulton; G. J. coach, said to be 100 years old, Division at Louisville. W. T. Hill Hawaiian entertainers from radio McMinn officiated. Burial, under
Willingham, supervisor of trains which used to run between Obion is a retired veteran employee of station WTJS, at Jackson, Tenn. direction of Hornbeak Funeral
and tracks, Fulton; S. It. Mauldin, and Troy, Tenn.; a river steam- the Illinois Central. He and his A Red Cross life-saving program, Home, was in Mt. Moriah
general foreman, Fulton; C. R. boat the City of Cairo (on wife came to Kentucky from Vir- a swimming exhibition and fancy Cemetery at Croley in Hickman
Collins, agent, Fulton; R. C. Pick- wheels); and an old scraper used ginia about the time when the
Continued on Page Ten
County.

A. R. Edwards
dies of injuries

McConnell church
to have revival

101000 visited Fulton for gigantic July 4 celebration in 1934
The following account appeared in the ILLINOIS CENTRAL
MAGAZINE of August 1934. under the heading "FOITRTH AT
FULTON IS RAIL ANNIVERSARY". A Copy of the magazine
was loaned us by ('. W. Browder,
former Fultoolan who is also an
ex-railroader here back in the
early twenties.

Christine Batts
dent of the Willow Plunge Corporation.
Contractor Dick Meacham is
now starting to form the walls.
and George Bodkins is insilling
the plumbing works.
It is hoped that the pool will
be opea to the public by August
15 or 20th.
Mrs. Robert Batts has been appointed chairman in charge of arrangements for the formal opening of the pool and will meet the
first of next week with the heeds
of the different civic groups to
make plans for the event.

Fulton, Ky., observed the eightieth anniversary of railroading in
western Kentucky with the greatest Independence Day celebration
in its history. A great parade, one
and one-half miles in length, with
floats, decorated cars, bands and
Boy Scouts was witnessed by
10,000 persons. Airplanes circled
above the parade throughout its
duration. From a stand erected
on Lake Street, Charles N. Burch,
general solicitor, Southern Lines,
Illinois Central System, Memphis,
delivered the principal address of
the day.
The Illinois Central was prominent in the celebration, as it
sent its pioneer train for the

this safety program about a year
ago and to date 87 counties have
been organized.
Mr. Austin, who is one of four
field representatives in the state,
has charge of the 30 counties in
Western Kentucky and of these
22 now have Safety Councils.
Fulton, Carlisle and Ballard
counties are the countYli in this
area, which have not as yet been
organized.
Mr. Austin said that traffic
accidents are running about 40
behind the number this time last
year.

Fulton area is
grieved at death
of Rev E.Coliall

Waterfield announces,and the race is officially on
Harry Lee Waterfield's formal
entry into the Governor's race gives
the clarion signal that the "race is
on." Although Mr. Waterfield's announcement came as no surprise, it
was the general platform on which
he would run that was eagerly anticipated by many interested political
observers all over the State.
We have construed Mr. Waterfield's
announcement to indicate that he will
be an independent candidate with the
support of Governor A. B. (Happy)
Chandler, and with that goes the voting influence and the campaign funds
available to a candidate supported by
the Administration in power.
And there can be no doubt that the
combination of the voting influence of
State employees and a whopping big
campaign fund is a mighty comfortable asset with which to start a Governor's race.
Meanwhile Wilson Wyatt, former
Mayor of Louisville and Bert Combs,
who was defeated for Governor in
1955 by Chandler continue their
separate campaigns with no apparent
signs that either will withdraw from
the race in favor of the other.
Anti-Chandler stalwarts, intent on
ending the political life of the present
Governor find themselves hopelessly
divided, with no powerful leadership
or organization and the one-time
Clements-Wetherby-Beauchamp faction split up in a dozen segments.
There is tremendous significance to
the fact that Ed Farris, one-time executive secretary to both Earle Clements and Governor Wethery is now
serving vigorously as executive campaign manager to Wilson Wyatt.
Former Governor Wetherby, by virtue of his residence in Louisville and
his loyalty to the Louisville Democratic organization has pledged his
support to Wyatt. Doc Beauchamp
will be a candidate for Commissioner
of Agriculture and pretty much concerned with his own race. As far as
we know Earle Clements has remained "hands off" as far as advising his
political followers what course to take
in this early stage of the campaign.

It has been the opinion of many
political observers that with Wyatt
and Combs in the race the Governor's
race is a shoo-in for Waterfield. While
that belief might be immensely true,
it must also be borne in mind that
Bert Combs had the finances and vote
of the Wetherby Administration behind him. lie lost.
It would seem then that if some
candidate, perhaps Wyatt or Combs,
would emerge as Chandler did, with
everybody against him, but the
PEOPLE . . . that candidate just
might be in a good winning position.
In all the deliberations and prognostications about the anti-Chandler
sentiment it must be remembered
that Harry Lee Waterfield is a man
of high moral stature, a man of tremendous governmental ability, a man
who has his own story to tell about
his accomplishments while in Government service. He is a man of intense
loyalty to his friends and a man with
some mighty sincere loyalties to him,
not as Happy Chandler's LieutenantGovernor, but because he is Harry
Lee Waterfield. Waterfield has made
few political enemies on his own . . .
Chandler has made many for him.
And Harry Lee's friends wil lcertainly come to that realization.
Yes indeed . . . the race is on!

2. If children get out of hand, pull
your car off the road and come to
a complete stop before administering
discipline.
3. Keep on your side of the road,
even though no other car is- visible.
4. Always give the other fellow
more than his share of the road—and
be careful of careless drivers who are
overanxious to reach their destinations.
5. Be extra cautious when driving
on unfamiliar roads.
6. If you stop along the highway for
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a picnic or tos ightsee, pull your car
entirely off the road.
P7. Never pull out into traffic without
first
looking to see that the way
is clear.
8. Come to a complete stop when
entering a "stop" street or when emerging from an alley or private drive.
9. And, of course, don't mix alcohol
with your fireworks fun.
PEACE
Peace is the golden wisp that binds
the sheaf of blessings.
—Katherine Lee Bates
_
Peace is the evening star of the
soul, as virtue is its sun; and the two
are never far apart.
—Caleb Colton
Only what feeds and fills the sentiment with unworldliness, can give
peace and good will towards men.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Peace is rarely denied to the peaceful.
—Johann C. F. von Schiller
Peace must be more than a negative
condition that is merely the absence
of armed hostilities.
,
-General George C. Marshall
Peace is such a precious jewel that
I would give Anything for it but truth.
—Matthew Henry
That to-morrow starts from to-day
and is one day beyond it, robes the
future with hope's rainbow hues.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Hope, like the gleaming taper's light,
Adorns and cheers our way;
And still, as darker grows the night,
Emits a brighter way.
—Oliver Goldsmith

by McFeetters

TWIN-CIT;

around town with

Ouida Jewell

Several months ago it was our
opinion that the campaign of Bert
Combs had fallen flat on its face and
that Mr. Combs would certainly become discouraged and quit. But within the past few weeks we have seen
a growing number of powerful political leaders rally to the Combs camp
and if this continues there can be no
doubt that Combs is in the race to
stay. By the same token there is little
liklihood that Wilson Wyatt will withdraw.
Mr. Wyatt is an able lawyer, politically powerful, both on the State
and National level and has some
mighty strong financial support at his
command. His law firm is one of the
most respected and prominent in
America, so actually he has every reason to take the chance for he has nothing to lose, if he should lose.

Highway driving hints fo r a safe holiday
To millions of motorists, the long
Fourth of July weekend brings promise of a fun-packed three days of
fishing, swimming, boating, golf,
camping and other recreation.
The long holiday weekend also will
spell tragedy to some of these motorists because they failed to observe the
safety code of the highway.
To help reduce the holiday accident
toll, Jeanne Smith, Dodge safety consultant, offers these suggestions for
all drivers:
1 Never pass a car on a hill or a
curve where your vision is restricted.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

_
"Heard a rut or! was fired — just curious to know
if it's UUC "

FROM THE FILES.—
li
a

f

Turning Back The Clock-July 2, 19311

Leon Bard, 11-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Louie Bard, 114
Pearl St. of this city, was killed
instantly Tuesday afternoon on
Highway 94, near Willingham
Bottom, west of Fulton near
Cayce. The youth's neck was
broken when he ran into the path
of a car driven by J. G. Smith,
contractor, of Benton. Ky., according to W. H. Chumiey and
E. C. Hodges, Kentucky highway
patrolmen, who investigated the
accident with 0. C. Henry, sheriff
of Fulton County.

totaling $78,272 through the Public Work Adminisration 'for the
construction of a water works on
the south side. Of this amount
$48,000 is a loan and $39,272 a
direct grant, according to Mayor
J. H. Lowe who waged a two-year
fight to obtain the federal project.
Rev. and Mrs. John T. Smithson announce the marriage of
their daughter, Dorothy Louise,
to W. T. Wheeler, son of A. J.
Wheeler of Union City, Tenn. The
ceremony was performed Saturday in the bride's home in Wingo
by the father of the bride.

T. B Neely, proprietor of the
Arcade Barber and Beauty Shop
on Lake St., this week purchased
the building occupied by the
Hornbeak Baker. These two businesses have been renting the
building for a number of years,
but soon they will exchange sides,
It is announced. Mr. Neely is now
owner of the south side, and the
bakery owns the north portion.
A C. Butt's grocery truck was
badly damaged Wednesday afternoon on the Fourth St., bridge
when it crashed into the rear of
a Midwest truck. James Weatherspoon, driver of the Butte truck
stated the other truck stopped in
front of him. Nobody was injured.

Mrs. Elizabeth Shupe of Fulton
announce the marriage of her
daughter, Catherine Shupe McDaniel to James Kimble of Clinton, Ky. The ceremony took place
in the Methodist Parsonage In
Wingo, June the 14th with Rev.
Drake officiating.
Included in the list of champions in the various demonstrations at the recent 4-H Week
(Negro) held at the Lincoln Institute. Shelby County, in Dressmaking were Mettle Winburn of
Fulton County: and Francetta Debury of Hickman County.

S. P. Moore & Co., who have
been located on the corner of
Church and State Line streets,
have moved to the Chisholm
building on Mears St., back of
Lake St.
South Fulton. sister city to Fulton, has received an allocation

Kentucky

ADD TO OLTIDA'S COLUMN . . .
We enjoyed seeing Nancy
Adams of Fulton and Mary Ann
(Molly) Simpson of Cayce on TV
Saturday afternoon. Nancy sang
a selection at the beginning of
the program at 5 p. m. and later
Mary Ann acted out a number.
The two girls and a number of
other Murray State students were
guests of Dr. Charles Farmer on
his TV prcgram over WPSD-TV

Windage

By P. W.
Up in eastern Kentucky a
couple of weeks ago police picked
up a fellow who was on the verge
of telephoning President Eisenhower to come help him out; be
had been robbed of a couple of
million dollars. Further questioning revealed that the guy claimed
be owned more than 80% of the
money in the United States.
Last weekend, somewhere here
around the middle West, I think it
was Southern Missouri or Oklahoma, some nut announced that
he would hold a conference and
tell the Nation about the four
years he had spent in outer space.
He expected 3000 to come; 300 did.
One night it week, right
here amongst us, we had a little
bit of this same goings on: on
Tuesday. June 24, a local funeral
director was summoned out of bed
on an ambulance call out on the
Dukedom highway. A worried
neighbor, hearing cries; for an ambulance from out on the highway
put in the call.
When the ambulance crew arrived in the vicinity, they found
nothing but a stranger wandering
up the road, so they stopped to
question him. He promptly told
them that a terrible accident had
just happened, and that a car was
on fire over in the ditch with
several persons inside
The ambulance crew searched
the ditch, found nothing.
They went back and asked him
again, and this time he pointed
to a spot in the ditch. saying
"There is it,. Don't you see the
fire?".
They looked. Nothing.
Outside of that, everything else
around here is in pretty good
shape except for "Bones" Forrest

and his swarm of bees last Sunday.
"Bones" takes care of the city
park, and does a good job of it,
too. Every day he has hundreds of
kids out there . ..big ones and
little ones, ... playing games and
frolicking around.
Last Sunday afternoon his wellregulated playground was rudely
invaded by a swarm of bees which
settled in a hollow stump smack
In the middle of the kiddies' area.
"Bones" donned a mask, gloves
and protective clothing, gathered
the swarm in a big cardboard box
and moved them over to a more
distant stump for the time being.
As we took our young daughter
to the park Monday for the
Brownie girl's day camp, "Bones"
came running over to the car and
asked us to help him get rid of
the swarm . . . so when we returned to the office we called
WFUL and asked them to mention
the bees on their next newscast.
They did, and Monday night the
swarm was removed.
Y. W Willis, ex-Fultonian who
has lived in Detroit for the past
30 years, sent local relatives a
clipping from the Detroit Times,
June 19 issue, in which the FerryMorse packet plant transfer to
Fulton was mentioned.
Interesting items we have not
previously mentioned:
—The present division In Detroit employs About 60% of its
personnel on a seasonal basis, in
the packaging of flower and vegetable !seeds.
—These employees inspect and
package 250 million packets of
seed every season.
—The company grows seeds in
18 states, including Michigan.

mention
If you promise not to
amusing
something
you
tell
I'll
it,
that happened last week.
two
As you all know, I have
bosses—Paul down at the News
radio
office and Jo out at the
station. Actually, both are bosses
things
at both places, and at times amusget a wee bit confusing and
ing.
For instance, recently Jo and
Paul attended a meeting of the
Kentucky Press Association. That
is where newspaper people keep
up on the latest in the newspaper
publishing field. Just what Jo
learned, I haven't heard her say,
but my boss Paul really came
home with a lot of new ideas.
These we have been trying out,
and as far as we know we are
the first—at least the first in the
area—to try a new type of heads
—heads set mostly in lower-case
letters.
Week before last we tried it out
and boy was Jo unhappy. Says she
to me, "Don't you dare let Paul
do that again!" Now Paul says he
is, too. Little June. the paper's
sweet little office girl. and I waited all week long to see who would
win out—and earn the title of
"boss in the Westpheling family."
Wednesday morning the head
proofs were brought up to the
front office by Paul. who had a
sheepish grin on his face. The
heads were set in the old style,
the way Jo likes them.
Said Paul, "Now, Jo will think
she won, but really the linotype
operator misunderstood and we
don't have time to set them over
again." (We had changed operators, because of vacations coming
up, and he had forgotten.)
Now, little June and I are not
saying what we think, but we
have our opinion as to just who is
the boss. NOW, what do you
think?

Paul Hi

Marion Is only 19 miles from
Carbondale.
Heine's address is 502 H. Market
St.. Marion.
My aunt, who is a Sunday
School teacher, asked a little boy
in her class to lead in prayer. The
child's prayer was: Dear God,
please help all the boys and girls
who have the mumps. They hurt'
I know, 'cause I've had them"
My aunt said she wanted to smile,
but didn't dare, as the young fella
was very earnest in his prayer
Vacation Bible School had just
closed at the church and several
of the youngsters attending had
taken the mumps, she said.
If you haven't gotten a ticket
on the boat the Jaycees are giving
away on July 4, you should do
so today. It is really a pretty
thing and is on display lit Sonny
Puckett's Service Station. Money
received from the sale of tickets
will be used to pay for the new
scoreboard at Memorial Stadium,
which was erected last week.
I'm not much of a sports fan,
but I understand that the Little
League and Pony League teams
are playing some mighty fine ball
this season. If the person who
keeps the scores for the games
will call me the next morning at
the News office, I will put the
results of each game on the radio.
I know our listeners would like
to hear the results of each game.

Paul
Paul Hornbe
most outstan

A fr

I was looking over an old newspaper a few days agq and ran
into an interesting little article.
It read:
LAKE STREET WAS NAMED
BY J A COLLINS

It was in 1867 that A. D. Collins and his brother. James A.
bought the first lot ever deeded
in Fulton and upon it built a
store-room 20x40 feet. Here the
brothers conducted a general
Jr.. left last week store. The first street opened in
Kellie
for Marion. Ill., where on Tues- the town ran past their store and
day he began his duties with this Mr. Collins named Lake
Radio Station WGGH, being en- Street.
gaged in morning disk-jockey
After five years James A. Colactivities. Kellie will also attend lins sold his interest in the busiat
Southern Illinois University
ness and engaged in the cotton
Carbondale, Ill., this fall on a business in the fall of 1872, with
scholarship in the Radio-TV De- Jesse Whitesell, a wealthy farmpartment.
er and trader. He built the first
He also will probably do some cotton gin in the town, which was
work at the new FM station open- operated by Bob Scofield, upon
the ground where the Fulton
ing op at the university.
For the past two years young Bank stood. He continued his cotLowe has attended ITIVB at Mar- ton operations until the fall of
tin and for the past three years 1874, when he re-entered merhas been vAridng as announcer cantile life. He also established
at Radio Station WFUL in Ful- the first tannery in Futton in
ton. He is the son of Mr and Mrs. 1875, in connection with W P.
Kellie Lowe, Sr.. of West State Taylor, and they also opened a
saddle, harness boot and shoe
Line.
Kellie's sister and brother-in- factory combined.
law. Mr. and Mrs. J C Miller, are
We are so glad that our good
students at Southern Illinois University, where Mr. Miller is also friends, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Black
an assistant professor in the and Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Connor
have decided to remain in our
Speech Department
city They had planned to returned to their former home-town,
ft looks Eike we are getting Memphis, Tenn., but then the aucquite an operation here. Estimat- tioneering company that handled
ing 22 working days a month. the sale of their motel. the Fulthat's 132 in six months; if the ton Motel, Friday, offered Mr.
plant take; six months to package Black a good position. He took
Its 250 miltioss packets, that's an them up on the offer and the two
average of almost two million a couples decided to continue to
day, or 150,600 an hour. That will make Fulton their home. The
be something to see!
Conners are the parents of Mrs
Had a nice card frfnn Charlie Black.
The new owners of the motel
Browder of Duncan. Oklahoma
last week. Charlie was in Kansas are Mr. and Mrs. Verlin Latham
City taking in a little baseball. of Henderson. Tenn. The Lathams
and happened to hit the coldest own a motel in Henderson and
June 26 on record there. "Here are not sure whether they will
I am seeing baseball in Colorado remain here themselves or not
football weather", he complained. Mrs. Verlin said that she would
Now Charlie, you just can't like to stay here and get someone
tell a thing about Northwestern else to operate their business in
Missouri summers am, winters, Henderson. The motel sold for
but I'll say tthis: their Springs and $58,600. Mrs. Lola Howard v.,a
Falls are the prettiest In the winner"'of the beautiful boat
given away at the auction.
nation.
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1776-11ENDERSON OPTNS TRANSYLVANIA LAND WICK
Col. Richard Henderson, as leader of the Transylvania Land Colony, was a prominent figure in Kentucky's early settlement days. Soon after he arrived
at Booneaborough, he opened up an office for the sale
of land in "The Colony of Transylvania." Land on
the border of the Bluegraas was priced at 13/
2 ciente
1
an acre. A Realer could buy no more than 640 acres
for himself, but could take 320 acres more for each
additional taxable person who settled in the colony.
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many
of our citizens have always enjoyed a glass of beer.
The brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of
our residents. The sale of this light, bright beverage of
moderation under orderly conditions is an important
objective of the United States Brewers Foundation.
Our continuing educational program helps beer retailers maintain their high standards,
•

- Save floo

• KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION
• 1523 Meyburn SvIIdIn,, Lewisville, Kentucky
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TWIN-CITIES BUSINESSMEN IN REVIEW:

old Joe Wade furniture and undertaking business from E. C. • AUSTIN SPRINGS
Rice in 1920, and operated this
Mrs. Carey Friel& •
for several years. It was during
that time that Paul obtained his
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum
UNION CITY, Tenn.—The Civilicense as a funeral director and
and daughter, Gloria Ann, lift tan
owner and operator of the Horn- embalmer.
Club of Union City Saturday
beak Funeral Home on Carr
Later the two brothers sold out Thursday night for Tallahasee, announced plans for a sight conStreet.
both businesses and went to Flor- Florida on vacatkin with parents, servation project which will proHe was born at Hornbeak, ida where they remained for Rev. and Mrs. T. T. Harris, vide modern equipment for testTenn., son of James Lawson and about four years. Then they re- Hamoni and Dicky Tuck, and ing the eyes of school children
Martha Jane Moultrie Hornbeak. turned to Fulton and bought back Ruth Harris. The Harris family and free eye correction to those
His family moved to Fulton when the bakery', which they operated have just recently moved to whose parents are unable to pay
Fla. and like it very much.
he was 10 years of age.
until 1940.
for the necessary work.
Mr. Bell Farmer of St. Louis
After his return from Florida
Mr. Hornbeak was graduated
Mo.
is
In
our
midst,
visting
aEd Crenshaw, Civitan president,
Paul
reentered
the
funeral
busiand
from Fulton High School
relatives
here and in told a meeting of the Obion CounBranham-Hughes Training School ness on Jan. 1, 1922, and has re- mong
Dukedom and Pilot Oak, Ky.
ty Counsil of Parents and Teachat Springhill, Tenn., and attend- mained in the business since.
mrs. Tommie Rickman has re- ers that the special equipment has
Paul entered the Army during
ed Centre College at Danville,
World War II on May 2, 1942, sumed her duties at Merit Cloth- been purchased and will be rotatKy.
He and his brother, All, enter- with the rank of captain. He was ing Co. in Martin. after several ed at all 14 schools, elementary
and secondary, in the county.
ed the bakery business — the separated from the service on months leave of absence.
Mrs. Bennett, mother of mrs.
Hornbeak Bakery, in September Jan. 1, 1947 as a major. He retired
The project will begin about
1913. The bakery was located on from the military service on April Stovley Ford, is suffering a broken July 21 when the first schools
1949,
with
30,
the
rank
of
major
arm the results of a fall several open in the county, he said.
Lake Street in tjoe building now
housing Neeley's Barber Shop and holds the grade of major in days ago. A speedy recovery is
the
honorary
reserve.
The program is under the dihoped by many friends over this
and the Wes-Tenn Department
rection of a committee headed by
Mr. Hornbeak served nearly area.
Stc re
Most nearly all wheat has been Harry Gorman. Gus Frank and
Paul entered the Army during five years during World War II,
here on farms of Dr. Jim G. Taylor are members
World War 1 on Oct. 9, 1917 as spending 51 months of that time harvested
a private and was discharged as overseas. He spent three months Robert Rickman, Cliff Cherry, T. of the committee.
a first lieutenant on May 29, 1919. in England; 22 months in North L. Ainley, Doyle ?fields. and
The club also plans a Lights
Paul Horn beak
He was the Commanding Officer Africa in and around Oran, Al- Tommie Rickman. The yield is for for Sight campaign next month
geria
with the headquarters Med- better than expected, due to rainy when Civitan members
of Bakery Co, 367, which he orwill canPaul Hornbeak, one of Fulton's ganized and deactivated.
iterranean base section; four spring season.
vass the city to sell packages of
most outstanding citizens, is
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter and electric light bulbs
Paul and Alf then bought the month in France and' the rest of
to raise money
the time in Germany. While in son Leslie, visited in Martin,
Germany he spent a year in Tenn. Sunday afternoon house to finance the project. Each comMannheim, three months at Hei-, guests of chilldren Mr. and Mrs. munity in the county has been
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
invited to join in the project and
delberg, some time at Frank- Eugene Lassiter.
furt, Fulda and smaller places, Mr and Mrs. Randall Cunning- to stage money-raising drives.
and the last three months was ham and children. Steve and Beth,
SALVATION ARMY DRAM
spent at Bremer-haven, from left Sunday for Bowling Green,
where he sailed for New York.' Ky. after a two weeks vacation
The Salvation Army is in the
Mr. Hornbeak spent most of with parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eric
his service in the Subsistence Cunningham in Dresden, and midst of an all-out appeal in FillBranch of the Quartermaster other relatives near here. They ton and Fulton County. The appeal, the first drive in this area
Corps.
report a nice visit while here.
ever to be staged, will continue
The local funeral director has
Friends regret to learn that through July 15.
been active in the First MethodMrs. Zula Alderdioe Is suffering
ist Church, where for many years
from a groken hip, sustained in
he was a member of the church
and her new granddaughter. Conchoir. He has been on the Board a fall last week at the home of
children, Mr. and Mrs. Audry gratulations are In order!
of Stewards for over 40 years.
The summer revival is in proMr. Hornbeak is a member and Alderdice in Polmersville, Tenn.
Past Master of Roberts Lodge No. Every good wish is extended that gress this week at New Salem
Baptist Church and Pastor Arthur
172 Free and Accepted Masons; she may quickly recover.
,(f)
Mrs. Harding Alnley is report- Wilkerson is assisted by Bro.
also a member of the Jerry Moss
Chapter, and a member and Past ed on the sick list, and receiv- Dempsey Henderson, Gracy, Ky.
Services are held at 2 p. m. and
Warthy Patron of the Eastern ing some medical care.
Little Miss Jane Ellen Wilkins 8 p. m. and the public is invited
Agog /
Star.
He is a charter member and Mayfield, Ky. is visiting her to worship. An outpouring of the
past president of Marshall Al- grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. B. W. HOLY SPIRIT is hoped and
.'`---zA
immeammas
r
prayed for.
exander Post 72 of the American Westbrook.
Xi,..111.nnac
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pentecost of
Legion, a member of the Elks
Mr. J. T. Puckett spent the
Lodge, and is a licensed funeral Detroit are happy parents of a weekend here with his family
director and embalmer of both brand new Miss, who arrived a and left early Monday a. m. to
few days ago In a local hospital. resume his duties in Clarksyllle,
Kentucky and Tennessee.
He is a charter member and She answers to the name of Lil- Tenn, where he has employment
past president of the Fulton lie Elisabeth, and both mother as a welder for past several
and babe are doing nicely.
months.
Rotary Club.
Mrs. Alvie McClain, Fulton, and
He and his attractive wife, the
Mrs. Lelia Canter, of near Trformer Ruth Hampton, live at Miss Janice Hawks near here, City is visiting this week with
104 E Third Street. Mrs. Horn- left Thursday for the auto city her
daughter
Mrs.
Raymond
beak is Put Worthy Matron of to visit with the Pentecost family Cherry and Mr. Cherry.
the Fulton City Chapter 41 of
the 0. E. S., and Past Grand
Esther of the Grand Chapter of
the 0. E. S. in Kentucky.
Mr. Hornbeak used to love to
play golf, but hasn't in years. At
present his hobby in doing doit-yourself jobs about the house.

Civitans plan sight
conservation drive

Paul Hornbeak Is Funeral Director
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Make easier ...
better meals
that cost less
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Mrs. Snow Mlas Marie Copeland.
Neighbors of the New Hope area
Mrs. Mow IWO**• gathered at Reel-foot lake Sunday for a fish dinner, they had a
Mrs. Bobby Yates and daugh- most enjoyable time, those presters of Calif are visiting her ent were Mr. and Mrs. Will Masmother, Mrs. Waiter Kimbro and sey. Mr. arm ears. Paul Moore.
Mr. Kimbro.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston Mr.
Mrs. Francis Cunningham, Mrs: and Mrs. Lewis lifisk.ew, Mr. and
Janice Kaleith visited their cous- Mrs. Lewis Davis Mr. and Mrs.
in Mrs. Porter Lewis and Mrs. Claude Sams, Miss Mary Ann and
Martha K. Eskew. Sue and Joyce
Lewis Thursday afternoon.
Davis, Oeralyn Colburn, Roger
Mrs. Earl Williams returned to Roper, David L. Howell.
her home last week from the nilton hospital after having an operVISIT IN FULT'ON
ation, she is improving as well
Mr. and Mrs. A. B Dunning of
as can be expected.
Jackson, Tenn. were recent
Visitors in our home last week guests of her mother, Mrs. Stella
were Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Black- Ellis in P'ulton. Mrs Ellis also
burn and children Dresden, Tenn. had as her guest, her great-grandMrs. P'rancis Cunningham, Mrs. daughter, Miss Janie Dunning of
Janice Kaleith Mrs. Ella Veatch Memphis.

• NEW MOPE NEWS

TO THE PUBLIC
On July 1st I sold the Shamrock Liquor Store to
Mr. Freelan Johnson, a fine, upstanding gentleman
who will conduct the affairs of this business to his
credit, and to that of the community.
My only business interest in Fulton will now be
with Happy's Liquor Store on Church Street.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all of
you for your patronage and good will, and to invite
you, if

you want to see "Happy". come to

"'HAPPY'S" on Church Street.

H."Happy" Hogan

with a handy

r good
Black
:onnor
In our
etunip-town,

andled
is Fula! Mr.
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he two
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e. The
• Mrs.
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Busy homemakers make easier, faster, better meals that cost less, with a home freezer.
One shopping trip takes the place of many.
You buy food in large quantities . . . save
money by stocking up at in-season prices or
quantity discounts. You bake or cook in double quantities whenever it's convenient ...
then freeze the food for
future use. You're money
ahead with a freezer.
• It's

a

Refrigerator!

• It's

a

Freezer!

Gale-Clowser
Wedding Solemnized
The wedding of Miss Betty
Gale of Memphis, Tennessee,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Burnice
Gale of Wingo, route one, and
Garrett W. Clowser, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Clowser of Hagerstown, Maryland, was quietly solemnized Wednesday, April 16, at
three o'clock in the afternoon.
The double ring ceremony was
performed by the Rev. J. E.
Shackelford.
The couple's attendants were
Glenda Jean Bonds of Memphis
and Don Cherry of Miami, Florida.
Mrs. Clowser it employed by
the Southern Bell telephone and
Telegraph Company in Memphis,
and the groom is with the U. S.
Navy, stationed at Millington.
At present they are residing at
1083 Peabody, Memphis.
The bride is a graduate of Fulgham High School in the class of
'55 and the bridegroom is a graduate of a high school in Hagerstown, Maryland.

TO THE PUBLIC:
I am pleased to announce that effective July lst I have
become the owner of the Shamrock Liquor Store on Lake
Street, Extended.
I have not made this step without being mindful of
your good will and your confidence in me, and I shall always endeavor to keep it.

a
combination REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER

Save floor space with

TWO appliances in ONE unit.

SEIM

ON
OPERATING COSTS
e 4 4 THAN A NICKEL
For Average Family

A DAY

"

Two convenient appliances in
the space of one. You have a
roomy, self-defrosting refrigerator
. . . and a generous freezer compartment for handy storage of frozen foods for daily use. Right in
your kitchen, it saves time, work,
as well as space.
See your dealer for a
choice of models to fit
your needs.
•••••••••••••••
••••
St*
Live Bettor ... Electrically
, OMNI
-4enntiO with FULL HOUSEPOWER
Take a step in the right direction—
toward ALL-ELECTRIC living with
Full HOUSEPOWER. Ask your electrician
about HOUSEPOWER or get a free
HOUSEPOWER rating from us.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

MAKE
OMR STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
FOR

I will continue to operate my TAX OFFICE in the
Fulton Theatre Building, too. This office is located with
the Wick Smith Insurance Agency.
----FREELAN JOHNSON, Owner

F.°
I

Stop in anytime._
meet your friends here
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to s,
and try the latest mo.!.
el CONN instru.nent
at rout choice. No obligation. Ask allit
our easy purchase ri.in
with RENTAL privilege.

Shamrock Liquor Store
Lake Street, Extended

Fulton, Ky.

Bill Morris left thursday night
on a conducted farm tour of
Europe. He will land in Dublin,
Ireland, then he will go to London, England, and on to France,
Switzerland and Germany.
Bill's brother, Dudley, will also
leave for Europe in a few days.
We understand that he will visit
Spain, among other places.
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Diary of Doin's
On Sunday afternoon, July 6, from 3 to 5 o'clock, Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Overby of near Cayce will celebrate their
Golden Wedding Anniversary with open house at their
home.
They will be happy to see all their friends at that
time and they request no gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Overby were married July 4, 1908 in
Union City, Term, by the Rev. J. J. Castleberry, minister
of the Church of Christ.
They have four daughters, Mrs. Cecil Wilkins of Fulton, Route 1, Mrs. Buford Campbell, Mrs. Susie Belle
Gardner of Cayce and Mrs. Marshall Burrow of Florence, Ala. Their three grandchildren are Phyllis Campbell, David Wilkins and Larry Gardner.
"Fulton was the perfect hest",
so wrote Bill Carter, sports editor
of the Paducah Sun-Democrat, in
his column Sunday, in referring
to the Tri-State Golf Tournament
held at the Fulton Country Club

here last week. He had the following to say:
"The ladies are still buzzing
over the wonderful time they had
at Fulton during the Tri-State
Tournament last week. Fulton
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PURE MILK COMPANY

[PEACH
ICE CREAM
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If you like the flavor of sunny, tree ripened
,
peaches, you'll like
real Peach Ice Cream. It's real peaches in
the most delicious ice cream we know how
to make.

N

N
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N
N
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BE SURE TO TRY.
PURE MILK C"IPANY
REAL

skirt. Her two-tiered finger tip
Miss Sandra Buckman, daughveil of illusion fell from a tears of
BockRussell
Mrs
and
ter of Mr
and tiny seed pearls. The
lace
Community
Beelerton
man of the
carried a cascade bouquet of
bride
Nolan
James
01
became the bride
Read daises centered with
Vaughn, son of Mr and Mrs. Kel- Esther
garderias and tied with narrow
ley Vaughn, of the Fulgham comafternoon, lace-satin streamers.
The Pierce-Harris Club met on munity on Sunday
exchangThe maid of honor, Miss Dale
were
vows
The
22.
June
Wednesday of last week with Mr.
Methodist Pharis, wore a ballerina length
Wesley
the
in
ed
and Mrs. T. E. Hackett. Misses
dress of lace and net over taffeta
Lola and Ruby Griffin, with 35 Church.
with matching head dress and
The Rev. John Weir read the
members and visitors present.
ceremony shoulder length vnil. Her bouquet
ring
double
impressive
opened
Mrs. Richard Ferguson
entwined with was a cascade of Esther Read
the meeting with the club creed before an arch
of white daises of blue and white with
baskets
with
greenery,
and prayer. Miss Ruby Griffin led
with satin streamers.
candelabra
and
.gladiolas
the group in singing "Jesus Loves
Palms
Little Jen Lea McAlister wearside.
either
on
tapers
white
Me," and "Old Black Joe", accomas a setting ing Pink organdy and net over
panied at the piano by Mrs_ L. D. and ferns were used Large white taffeta was the flower girl. She
for the background.
Allen.
satin bows centered with daisies carried a white satin basket of
Mrs. John Smith gave the deflower petals and wore a wrist
marked the bridal aisle.
votional from Genesis 41-10 and
corsage of blue daises.
proa
ceremony
the
Preceeding
led in prayer. Roll call was answprewas
Floyd Evans, of Fulton, served
music
nupital
grom of
Top Row: (I to r): WILLIAM JEFF BARCLAY. age 3, son of Mr. ered with a "Food Tip".
Mrs. Bobby Rhodes and the groom as best man. Larry
by
sented
and Mrs. J. B. Barclay of Fulton, THURMAN ALLEN, age 5, son
plans
After a delicious lunch,
Jerry Stewart of
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Allen of Fulton, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. were made for the booth at the Mrs. John Weir. Mrs. Rhodes Stewart and
played, "I Love Thee", "Liebe- Fulgham, served as ushers.
Hugh Allen of Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gurien, St. Louis, fair.
straum", T r aum ere i", "The
Mo. NATHAN N. (RUSTY) WADE JR. age 18 months, son of Mr.
Mrs. Bockman chose for her
Mrs. Earl Thorpe conducted a Rosary", "Ah, Sweet Mystery of daughter's weddirg a dress of
and Mrs. Nathan Wade of Fulton, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. R. 0.
made
of
were
Sr.
Plans
Bible contest.
Mullins, Blytheville, Ark. and Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Wade
Ltfe", and "Clair De Lune". Mrs. light blue orlon with white accesfor the club picnic in July at Weir sang "Through The Years" sories.
Blytheville, Ark.
Reelfoot Leke. The cicb sent 28 and "Whither Thou Goest". She
Mrs. Vaughn, mother of the
Bottom Row: (I to ri: MARK HAYES RUSSELL, age 2, son of cards and six trays to the sick.
also sang the Lord's Prayer for groom, wore blue and white voille
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Russell of Fulton, grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
traditional
The
and
benediction.
Ky.
Wing°.
L. E. Hayes, Hornbeak, Tenn., Mr. Audie Russell,
with white accessories. Both wore
Mrs. Lola Howard is spending the
Mrs. Iva Russell, Bellefontaine, Ohio. BARBARA GAIL ROBERTS, a week with Billy Henry in wedding marches were used.
shoulder cersages of whits cargrandby
Fulton,
Phillips,
maribiage
Raymond
Mrs.
in
and
age 5, guardians, Mr.
The bride, Riven
nations.
Tenn.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Roberts and Mr. and Mrs. Claude Franklin,
her father. wore a floor length
Mrs. Vaughn is employed ail
Castleman. DONNA CHERYL NABORS. age 6 months, daughter
chantilly
Mrs. Bill Day was taken to the gown of white nylon and
of Mr. and Mrs. Joel Nabors, Fulton, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Baptist Hospital in Memphis Sat- lace over white taffeta with fitted bookkeeper at the Fulton Hardand Furniture Store. Mr.
Fred Nabors and Mr. and Mrs. Buford Bennett of Fulton.
urday in a Whitnel ambulance. bodice trd long tirht sleeves end- Vaughn is employed as a mill
ing in a point at the wrists. Tiny
Her room number is 1219.
worker at Murphy's saw mill on
Country Club, it seems, was the nuts and mints.
lace covered buttons extended Fult
on. Route 1
Mrs. Carol Jones, the former from the back neckline into the
perfect host. Not only did the FulThose attendine and sending Kathleen Winters, and her three
ton ladies delight their guests
Waggoner, children, David. Gregor, and
with the social activities, but also sifts were—Mrs. Joyce
Mr and Mrs. J H Harrison
Hurbert Kathy, of Jackson, Miss., are here
impressed with the manner in Mrs. Nancy Atwell, Mrs
Miss visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. and Juey of Carr Street plan to
Green,
Pete
Mrs.
Randall,
run.
was
tournament
the
which
leave Sunday for St. Louis, where
Mary George Winters.
The association, which Paducah ElWanda Lawson. Miss
they will visit their son and his
Tommie
Mrs.
Herring,
Charles
Verplanke
Country Club pro Ed
of
family.
Cook
Bill
Pickle,
Mrs.
Kate
and
Mr.
Mary
Mrs.
Lawson,
Kr. and Mrs. W. G Hardison
suggested and insisted on, is-on
Mrs. Lucille Burnette, Mrs. Evansville, Ind.. and Mr. and Mrs.
Williams, of Crutchfield announce the forthClyde
solid footing.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Thomas Harrison. Mrs. Malcolm Basil Cook of Erie, Pa., returned
coming marriage of their daugh"Patsy Park's victory was no Inman, Miss Vida Guill. Miss home Friday after attending the Sr. returned home Monday night ter. Joyce Gail, to Donald CurV..
N.
Buffalo.
Her
in
years.
visit
a
16
her
after
surprise, despite
Patsy Davis, Mrs. Buel Carlisle. funeral of their father here.
N.
with their daughter, Mrs. Nicholas lin, son of Mr. and Mrs. T.
first big win came in the local Mrs. Della Johnson, Mrs. Mabel
Kentucky.
Hickman.
of
Cutlui
the
made
They
ladies tournament here a couple of Lawson, Mrs. Leland Jewell, The
Mrs. Alex Leneave entertained Kish and family.
The wedding will be solemnized
weeks ago and she proved in Eathers Club, Mrs. Raymond her bridge club Friday afternoon t-tp by plane via Washington.
on July 13. at 2 p. m. at the
Fulton this was no fluke, although Bowles, Miss Sonja Babbs, Mrs. at her home on Cleveland Avenue. D C. They left here Frtdav
Mrs Robert Koetting and child- CLutchfield Methodist Church.
The high score winner was Mrs.
her game still isn't sharp.
Joel Nabors, Mrs. Charles Bennett.
Grady
Mrs.
and
Mullenix.
Sarah. Robert and John. of 'Miss Hardison, a member of
ren.
James
be
to
seems
"The little slugger
Mrs. James Lawson, Mrs. Rubye
bridge-bingo
the
Texas. have returned home the 1958 graduating clan of Fulwon
Dallas.
Varden
Earof
following in the footsteps
Bondurant, Miss Becky Edwards,
after spending three weeks In ton County High School, where
line Crisp, who represented Me- Mrs. Daisie Bondurant, Miss Cla- prize.
w,th her parents, Mr. and she was an honor student.
Visitors playing were Mrs. Wiltropolis Country Club in winning rice Bondurant, Mrs. Lon BonduMr. Curlin also i.s graduated
the association's first match play rant, Mrs. Fay Upton, Mrs. Co- mon Boyd. Mrs. Arch Huddleston Mrs. Clyee Williams Sr. They
from Fulton County High !School
left for Texas last Thursday
tournament last year. Is Metro- rinne Burnette, Miss Judy Harri- and Mrs. Vic Voegeli.
this year. He was the co-captain
Members playing were Mrs.
polis taking a lock on ladies golf son, Mrs. J. H. Harrison, John
We were talking with W L. of the basketball team.
Mrs. Mullenix, Mrs. MilVarden,
Moore,
Sue
around here?
Mann, Mrs. Margaret
and
week
this
day
one
ton Calliham, Mrs. Robert Gra- Holland
No formal invitations are being
"It should be • interesting to and Mrs. Lola Homra.
he said that he and his wife are sent, but the friends and relativt.>
ham, and Mrs. Leneave.
watch the duel between Patsy and
his
and
Read,
A frozen salad course was ser- expecting his son,
Mrs. Bill Hussey All arrive
of the counle are invited.
another .teen-ager, Saundra Sluswife home from Indonesia, in
Tulsa. Okla., for a ved by the hostess.
In the fall, the couple plans to
myer, who now lives at Murray. July 4 from
gradua
Read,
weeks.
two
about
her
with
Fulton
in
visit
They met for the first time this few days'
the Derby ate of the University of Kentuc- make their home in St. Louis
into
walked
We
Scott.
Ruth
year at Fulton, but Saundra had mother, Mrs.
Restaurant Tuesday afternoon for ky, has been teaching in the Uni- where the groom will attend the
trouble the first day and never
Ernest Bell ob- a cup of coffee and hardly reco- versity of Indonesia for the put Gradwohl School of Laboratory
and
Mrs.
Mr.
was really in contention, although serve their ro'den wedding anni- gnized the place. Thought we year and should be able to tell and X-ray Technique.
she finished fast for third place. versary Sussaw„ June 28, with an were some place else. The Interior some very interesting stories of
neorporated hi esciP
"Last year, Saundra defeated elaborate open house at their of the Derby has been improved his' experiences.
Paducah was ncorporstell as a
white,
and
red
new
match
by
much
association's
very
the
1n
Patsy
home on Maple Avenue. ApproxiMr. W. Percy Williams of Paris, village In IMO and as a dtr In
tournament at Paducah Country mately 160 friends and relatives leather-covered booths in the
visited In Fulton Tuesday. UM.
Tenn.
again
cafe.
the
meet
of
part
Club. They should
called between the hours of 3 arid main
when this tournament is held at 5 o'clock in the afternoon to offer
Paxton Park in August".
congratulations and best wishes.

Hardison-Curlin
engagement told

REAL

N
N
N
N

PEACH ICE CREAM

at all Pure Milk Company Dealer Stores

I>
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Mrs. Billy Lawson of CaruthersMr. and Mrs. Paul Ashley and
ville, Mo., was honored with a children of Los Angeles, Calif.
pink and blue shower held in the arrived in Fulton Wednesday for
home of her parents, Mr. and a visit with her sister, Mrs. TuckMrs. J. H. Harrison, 313 Carr er Brown, and family in HighStreet, Fulton, Tuesday evening. lands.
Hostesses were Mrs. James LawJoe Woodside spent several days
son and Mrs. Thomas Harrison.
Mrs. Lawson, the honoree, wore last wee kin Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles King and
a pink and white candied-striped
dress and a corsage consisting of daughter, Sherry, Mr. and Mrs.
pink and blue ribbons tied to a W. H. King and son, Jimmy, Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Hargis and
pink baby rattler.
The living room was decorated daughter. Lesa, and Mr. and Mrs.
with pink and blue streamers, John McClanahan will leave July
running from a lace covered 4 to spend the weekend in Montable to the top of the mantle terey, Ky., visiting relatives.
over the fireplace. The table cenMiss Carolyn Fly, daughter of
terpiece was a bouquet of assort- Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Fly, is visited flowers.
ing her aunt and uncle. Mr. and
Mrs. Lawson received many Mrs. W. T. Lynn, at Whitehaven,
gifts.
nice
Tenn. Carolyn's brother, Steve, is
During the evening games were in Paducah visiting his grandenjoyed and the hostesses served parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
refreshments of punch, cookies, George.

FULTON BUILDING AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION
-OF-

Mrs. Pete Green plans to go
to Lansing, Mich. Friday after her
daughter, Jackie, who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Nick
Nichols and family for several
weeks.

FULTON, KENTUCKY
June 30, 1958
Installment Stock
Full-Paid Stock
Full-Paid Stock Div.
Fed. Ins Reserve
State Legal Reserve
Federal Tax Reserve
Undivided Profits
Tax and Ins Coil's

$505,422.75
295,600.00
4,463.50
39,500.00
5,500.00
179.91
61,714.16
288.77
$912,629 09

$612,629.09
Authorized Capital Stock of Association

1. KENTUCKY LAKE STATE PARK

Mrs. Alton Bugg of Clinton
visited in Fulton Friday and Saturday.

INCORPORATED

$797,125.00
7,260.00
10,600.90
10,800.00
28,500.00
28.59
931.35
14.80
59,368.25

lOGREAT RESORTS
`a-49 eiyey;

We are glad to hear that Pete
Green, who has been off from
work because of illness for several months, has been able to return to his duties at the Railway
Express office here.

isimmosms,
90th Semi-Annual Report of the

—ASSETS--Loans
Mortgage
Stock Loans
F. H. A. Loans
Stock in Federal H. L Bank
Fed. H. L. Bank Time Dep.
Fed. H. L. Bank Note Dep.
Furniture & Fixtures
Ins. Advanced Borrowers
Cash in Banks

Miss Sandra Bockman and James Nolan Vaughn exchange vows Sunday, June 22

$2,000,000.00

The above statement is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
J. E. FALL, JR., Secretary -Treasurer.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a Notary Public by J. E. Fall. Jr., June 30, 1958.
H. H. MURPHY, Notary Public
My commission expires June 18, 1961
We, the Auditing Committee of the Fulton Building and Loan Association, state
that we have examined their records and we certify that the above statement
is correct.
ARCH HUDDLESTON.
R. H. WHITE, Auditing Committee.

Mrs. Wayne Cole, of Indianapolis. Ind., and formerly of Fulton, who has been-visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Berry
in Clinton, underwent surgery at
the Clinton-Hickman County Hospital Tuesday. Her daughter, Pam,
is with Mr. and Mrs. Berry.
Mrs. Jay Harris and sons, Mike
and Chip, of Huntsville, Ala., are
here visiting her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Cummins in South Fulton. Mr Harris will arrive Saturday for a visit.
Edd and Charlie Juengel of St.
Louis spent a couple of days in
Fulton last week with their brother. Bob, at the Kingsway Motel.

.41101,

Mr. and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell
and children have returned home
after spending a two-weeks vacation in Sarasota, Fla. They were
accompanied on their trip by Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Harvey of '
Murray.

•

Hardin, Ky.
2. KENTUCKY DAM Yi LLAGE STATE PARK
Gilbertsville, Ky.
3. PENNYRILE•FOREST STATE PARK
Dawson Springs, Ky.
4. AUDUBON STATE PARK
Henderson, Ky.
5. LAKE CUMBERLAND STATE PARK
Jamestown, Ky
6 GENERAL BUTLER STATE PARK
Carrollton, Ky.
7. CUMBERLAND FALLS STATE PARK
Corbin, Ky.
8. NATURAL BRIDGE STATE PARK
Slade, Ky.
9. PINE MOUNTAIN STATE PARK
Pineville, Ky.
10. CARTER CAVES STATE PARK
Olive Hill, Ky.
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one of the best friends I ever The Fulton News, Thursday, July 3, 1958, Page 5
had."
Those simple words sum up the 1898.
Tenn., Vernon R. Owen of Fulesteem in which Mrs. Owen was
Mrs. Owen was born in the Mas- ton, and Johnny T Owen of Fulall the way through the property held in the community she loved. sac community near Paducah on ton; three daughters, Mrs. Milton
from the highway. The street will .And with her passing she joins June 3, 1878, daughter of the Rev. Exurn of Fulton, Mrs. Paul F
be 50 feet wide. At that time the the growing rank of pioneer citi- and Mrs. Rice. Her father was a Hayes of Oak Ridge, and Mrs. H
deed can be written in a final zens who have lived here, worked Presbyterian minister in Paducah. E. Harrison of Oak Ridge; a
form, otherwise it would mean a for and developed this area in
Mrs. Owen was a member of the brother, Mose R. Rice of Lone
number of deeds.
which we live, and gone to their First Methodist Church, the Su- Oak, Ky.; 12 grandchildren and
Dr. Connaughton said that there reward to leave imprints on the sannah Wesley Sunday School four great-grandchildren.
have been no serious delays in lives of future generations. Mrs. Class, the Woman's Society of
Services were held Sunday afthe project and everything is go- Owen stands out among these!
Christian Service and was active ternoon at 2:30 at the First Methoing along as fast as possible.
Mrs. Owen was the widow of in the Woman's Christian Temper- dist Church. The Rev. Joe Leggett.
the Rev. John Jefferson Owen, ance Union.
pastor, officiated. Burial, undei
Lafayette /n Louisville
Mrs. Owen leaves three sons, direction of Hornbeak Funeral
Kaneda de LaPayette was the who along with his brother,
visitor
tn founded the OK Laundry here in Harold E. Owen of Oak Ridge, Home, was in Fairview Cemetery.
chant-enlist-led
first
Louisville, arriving the!e May 11,
1825, enroute to New Orleans

Siegel asks addition 100 feet of land for factory site
the Park-Terrace Motel. Dr. Connaughton said that Mr.
Siegel wants the factory built on
the extreme back end of the plot,
as this is the most suitable spot.
There is a valley in front of the
favored location and can not be
100
additional
a
wants
The Henry I. Siegel Company
used to build on, but tan be used
feet of land back of the McKinney property on the Mar- as a parking area.
additional 100 feet
tin Highway, which has been purchased by the City of The desired
at the rear, which is owned by
South Fulton for the site of the new Siegel factory Dr. Connaughton and Carl King,
building, according to Dr. H. W. Connaughton, South is for expanding purposes, accordMr. Siegel.
Fulton Council member, who talked with Sam Siegel ingA to
strip on the north tilde of the
afternoon.
Tuesday
by telephone
McKinney property, purchased by
This is The reason for the delay in the signing of the the City of South Fulton., is not
needed for the factory site, acdeed to the McKinney property.
cording to Mr. Siegel, and Dr.
Dr. Connaughton, who was also morning and at that time plans Connaughton said that, it may be
a member of the Chamber of for the new building will be fina- possible to swap out, with very
Commerce committee appointed lized. Mr. Siegel will then call little additional cost.
When the exact location of the
to be in charge of the Siegel fund- Dr. Connaughton immediately
raising drive recently, said that telling the exact location for the plant is finalized then the enMr. Siegel is to talk with Mr. factory on the McKinney pro- gineers will know where to put
Harris, the architect, Thursday perty, which is located north of a new street, which is to be built

Desires strip back of present
site; northern strip not needed

HOSPITAL NEWS

Miss Linda Smith
weds Dan B. Dyer

The following were patients in
Mrs. 011ie Johnson Smith of
the local hospital Wednesday Sedalia, Ky., announces the marmorning, July 2.
riage of her daughter, Miss Linda
Hillylew Hospital:
Frances Smith, to Dan Hues Dyer
Tom Sams, Fulton, Jim Lee, of Manassas, Va., son of Mrs. HerFulton, Garland Merryman, Ful- bert Allen Dyer of Salt Lake City,
ton, S. A. Waggoner, Crutchfield, Utah.
Harold Henderson, Fulton, Billy
The wedding was solemnized on
Henderson, Fulton, Mrs. William
Harrison, Fulton. Mrs. Charles last Wednesday at 4 p. in. in St.
Shepherd, Martin, Nanney Ho- John's Episcopal church in Cenward, Fulton, Ella Mae Coleman, terville, Fairfax County, Va.
Union City, Otis Bizzle, Fulton, W.
Miss Smith, who is a sister of
0. Crocker, Jackson,' Nina Rose Mrs. Paul Nailing of Union Qty,
Moss, Tulton, Mrs. Eugene Kelly attended Lambuth college, Jackand baby. Fulton.
son. She has held numerous overJones Hospital:
seas positions in Honolulu, HaDresden;
Brundige,
Susan
Mrs.
waii, Berlin and Wiesbaden, GerA.
H.
Mrs.
Bruce Henderson,
many, and Paris, France.
Robins,
D.
J.
:Brown, J. H. Owens,
Mr. Dyer is a graduate of
E.
'Sifts. Willie Lou Ilrann, Mrs.
Northwestern university, EvansD. Campbell. Darinie Honduran% ton,
Ill., and this month was pre• and Mrs. David Sprees'and baby,
sented the Merit award from that
, all of Fulton
school as one of their outstandFulton Hospital:
ing graduates. Last year he was
Mrs. 011ie Puckett. Wingo, Mrs.
the National Civil SerBetty Winstead, Dukedom, Mrs. awarded
vice award as one of the 10 outMrs.
Hickman,
Halcomb,
James
standing career men in the govNora Ray, Wingo, John Dunn,
ernment.
CampA.
W.
Lansing, Mich.. Mrs.
Mr. Dyer studied two years at
bell, Cayce, Luther Pickens,
Wingo, Janice Champion, Cayce, the University of Heidelberg in
Winfred Campbell, Clinton, Gary Heidelberg, Germany, and was a
Gene Murphy, Wingo, Mrs. Rosa June graduate of the National
Smith, Jerry Noffel, Mrs Mabel War college, Ft. McNair, WashHagenover, Mrs. J. T. Travis, ington, D. C. He is a colonel in
Haynes Bryan. Ray Miller, Mrs. the United States Air Forse ReE. L. Cook and Mrs. R. V. Put- serve and is at present director
of targets. Intelligence division,
nam, Sr., all of Fulton.

FINAL TRIBUTE—

NOTICE!

Continued from Pape One
the pleasure to serve.
Today, as one recalls the life
of Mrs. Hannah Rice Owen, who
died last Friday, it can be said
that hers was the beautiful and
Christian life. She lived for her
family, her friends and her church
and their joys were her joys, and
their sadnesses she took to her
PIERCE LADIES—
heart with prayer that soon the
dark clouds would be lifted.
Continued from Page One
Even in her last moments her
that often exceeds one hundred thoughts were not of her sufferpersons, The Johnson Grove Bap- ing, but of her family to guide
tist Church has a regular atten- them in the ways of the Chrisdance of about 70.
tian life. She had no bounds of
It is felt by the citizens that pride in her grandchildren and
with the construction of the two when her spacious lawn was alive
new factories at Fulton, this road with children's voices in their
would be beneficial to the work- youthful play she was happiest.
P'S.
So many times when we called
At least two meetings have been to take our own children home,
helo in connection with the pro- we could see her sitting on her
ject and the group has pledged to porch aglow with happiness that
A?ek cooperation of the business- her home was the mecca for
ma,n of Fulton and Union City, as young people and their activities.
And Mrs. Owen understood
well as local officials and county
those children and they in turn
and state representatives.
The "Y" at Pierce Station could understood her and loved her.
he one prong state and the other When told of Mrs. Owen's death
prong a county hard-surface mad. our young son immediately went
The committees have set their to the phone to offer his condolences to his little playmate,
goal to this end.
Heading the group in their ef- Johnny Owen. On leaving the
forts are Mrs. G. L. Bennett, Mrs. phone he said: "Mother I've lost
Ernest Lowe, Mrs. John Smith,
Mrs. William Earl Long, Mrs. Ben
Davis, Mrs. James Warren, Mrs.
Richard Ferguson, Mrs. Virgil
Davis, and Mrs. Jack Lowe.
A group of the ladies have been
ippointed to circulate a petition
asking for the road.
Department of the Air Force.
The touple will make their
home at 442 North Grant avenue
in Manassas, Va., after a short
wedding trip to Canada, Nova
Scotia and points East.

Now In Our New Location

110 LAKE STREET

P.F.Goodrieh

We are Pleased to•Announce
The Employment of

MR. D. D. LEGG
formerly of the Main Street
Barber Shop and

MR. L. C. PUCKETT
OF WINGO
We invite your patronage.

The Arcade Barber Shop
Lake Street

4th of July

Hurry To Baldridge's Now For Red Hot
Values On Picnic Needs, Outing Needs!
Thermo-Frost Picnic Bags
PORTABLE BAR-B-BOWL
Popular, midget Brazier 131 2 inches high:
Adjustable grill. sturdy tripod legs; 3 yr.
burn-out Guarantee.

Fully insulated to keep hot foods hot and
cold food frigid! Two sizes--5x10x13 or
8x8x9".

Reg.$2.95 - - - $1.98

Reg.$1.69 ▪ - - $1.19

Colorful. Striped

BEACH TOWELS

SUN DRESSES

Doundee, 28x50 Size

Sizes 2 to 6x; Reg. 98c

$1.19
1095

69c

87c

#Values
,00•100

6:'70:15
And Your
Retrearlable
Tires

014

PLASTIC

•
:
•Tt ugh new trca..: —
depth.
•Cured to sound casing by
method—guaranteed wei'

1

-'

REFRIGERATOR SETS

Package of 30 5-ounce cups

Six handy plastic containers and covers:
Pastel colors: Asst'd shapes.

and a handy dispenser

ANOTHER REAL riZZCAM

$

DIXIE CUPS
•'

•Tubeless tires retreacd
makes.

Complete
Reg. 69c

29c

Regularly $1.49

250 NAPKINS

PICNIC BASKETS

Regular 49c pkg.

Reg. $1.98: Our Big Special

99c

Baldridge's Special

Metal, Plaid Design

95

Our Big
Special

29c

111/07.111

and your
tire

Y.

GIRLS

Assorted Shapes

1/2 GALLON JUGS

LADIES HALTERS
(Midriffs)

Reg. 98c

BUDGET A SET FOR AS LOW AS $4_00 C01"::

All-Weather, Non-Rust,A11Aluminum Insulate(d

Our own Recapping Equipment is arriving
and in a few days we will be able to do your
Recapping in our own plant!

Reg. $1.98 - - $99c

BALDRIDGE'S

Chas. Scates Stores

5- 10- 25c STORE

MARTIN—Phone 404

FULTON—Phone 389

a 69c

Farm
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Rodney Eller
Installed As
Rotary President

dent J. D. Hales at the regular
luncheon-meeting of the Rotary
Club June 24 in the Rose Room
of South's Cafe.
The new president is Rodney
Miller, local attorney. The other
of
installed were: Al T
Owens, vice-president; Fred Gibson. secretary; and Warren Anderson. treasurer.
Mr. Hales enclosed his gratitude to the members for helping
make the past year a successful
one for the club, then the new
president, Mr. Miller, took charge
of the meeting.
Mr Miller outlined his plans
for the new year.
The visiting Rotarians were C
V. 'Thompson of Paducah, Warren Thompson of Clinton, and
George Cloys of Union City.
Frank LeMaster was a guest of
Paul Hornbeak.
There were 25 members present.

Wayne Cole, former Fultonian,
is "Salesman of the Month"
The following article about
Wayne Cole, former Fulton man,
appeared on the front page of the
Standard Fruit Company's magazine recently. The article was accompanied by a picture of Mr.
Cole.

daughters, Mrs
Ralph Allen,
Water Valley, Route 1 and Mrs.
W. D. Greer, Fulton, Route 1; two
sons, Melvin Stephens, Jr., Bowling Green and James Russell
Stephens at home; a sister, Mrs.
W. H. Mobley, Water Valley;
seven grandchildren, and several
nieces and nephews.
Services were held at 2 p. m.
Monday at Bethlehem Baptist
Church near Fulgham. Rev. Wade
Copeland, pastor, assisted by the
Rev. Wayne Owen and the Rev.
M. B. Proctor, both of Water
Valley, officiated. Burial, under
direction of Whitnel Funeral
Home, was in Wesley Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Gene Bynum,
Howard Jackson, James Jackson,
Sonie Madding, Hillman Stewart,
and Dalton Ridgeway.

celebrate thier 50th wedding annivenary Sunday afternoon with
Clarice Bondurant— optic house at their home near
here from 3 to b p
All friends
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Oliver and and relatives are welcome to call
daughter Barbara of Akron. Oino., and be with them.
Mrs. Ethel Oliver of Memphis,
Mrs. Daisie
Bondurant and
Tom and Mrs. Edna Alexander
Clarice were Sunday dinner guests
were Tuesday night dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Burnette.
of Mr. and Mrs. Turner Purcell.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Sloan
Mrs. Prank Danioek and children of Chicago, M. are visiting and Cynthia and Mr. and Mrs.
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Rob A. Simpson Halted Miss Mary Ann
Johnson.
Simpson in Murray Sunday afterMr. and Mrs. Rob Johnson,
Mrs. Frank Dainicek and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice BondurMrs. Effie Roper and Miss Eva
Johnson were dinner guests of ant and Maurice Carr left MonMr. and Mrs. Horace Roper in day fora vacation trip to New
York and New Jersey and other
Hickman one night last week.
Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Wade points of interest.
and daughter of Kingsport, Tenn.
We sympathise with the family
are visiting Mr. and Mrs Chester of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy D. Taylor
Wade and
Mr. and Mrs. in the tragic death of their son.
John W. Shaw, longtime Fulton Morye Jeffrees and family
and
County farmer, died at 3 unday Mr. and Mrs. Murell Jeffress
Mrs. Delete
Bondurant
and
and
afternoon at Baptist Hospital in family.
Clarice spent last Thursday with
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Sloan and Mr. and Mrs. Denver Bradshaw
Mr. Shaw, a bachelor, was born Cynthia of Flint,
Mlch. We visit- and daughter and Mrs. J. B. Inon the 200-acre Shaw farm near trig Mr and
Mrs. A. Simpson
Hickman and spent all his life l and family.
there. He was a member cf Poplar
Mr. and Mira. A. B. Overby will
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
Grove Baptist Church.
He leaves a brother. Cecil L.
tinue at Clinton as full time
Shaw of Hickman; seven sisters,
Mrs. Clara Bacon, Mrs. Nan
Townsend, Mrs. Nell Johnson,
Long Term — Low Interest
Mrs. H. D. Wilson, Mrs. Mary
No appraisal fee
Cowgill and Mrs. Cecil A. Roper,
of Hickman, and Mrs. J. H. BlanYou pay only for the time that you use
chard of Greenwood, Miss. J. W.
Norris Funeral Home in Memphis
had charge of arrangements.

CAYCE NEWS

tection.
With the growth of the banana
industry in general, Standard
Fruit has moved to the front
ranks of the larger, more important banana importers and
Wayne Cole has kept stride with
such progress. Transferring to the
"SALESMAN OF THE MONTH" Sales Dept., on November 1, 1955,
There was cause for jubilation he was assigned to Atlanta, Georthroughout the small, rural com- gia as a sales trainee under the
munity of Weakley County, Tenn., capable tutorage of Mr. D. J.
the day Wayne Cole's birth was Yeary. A year and a half later
announced, November 6, 1922, as being promoted to District Manathe new arrival increased the total ger at Indianapolis, Indiana,
population to fifty. High in these where in two short years he has
hills of Tennessee, overlooking broken all previous records in
the banks of Bear Creek, young that territory. The facts are that
Wayne, with his two brothers and he sold in one week over 100 cars
sister, spent his childhood in an of Golden Beauty bananas. It can
atmosphere of limited opportuni- be said, he has hitched his
"banaties. Here was planted the seed na wagon" to a star—guilding his
of brotherly love toward one and own destiny.
all, which patterned his future
Hunting and fishing are his
life.
hobbies, in which he and his wife,
Elementary schooling was in a Martha, share a mutual interest—
little two room schoolhouse at but their real center of attraction
Dale Faughn, former Cayce New Salem, Tenn., but much of is their nine year old youngster,
The new officers for the cornlig year were installed by Presi- teacher, not only failed during his-learning was self taught—ac- Pamela Ann.
the final round on TV's "$64,000 quired through reading, after the
This is truly a success story of
Challenge" recently but also has evening chores were finished. To a boy's perseverance, which cli/Aearinq Aid Batt‘ries missed his chance to represent the complete the eight grades was not maxed in mature accomplishUnited States in the International an easy task, yet he was determin- ments. Indeed, in Wayne Cole, we
Complete Line
Bible Quiz in Jerusalem in Au- ed "no matter what" to graduate salute one of the leading sales—even if it meant walking three men in the Southern Region.
FOP all weer. 01 hr‘ring atdb.! gust.
%I,0 our Hearing Aid DepartFaughn and his opponent, Mrs. miles each way to school over
nent at your first opportunity. Myrtle Davis of Buford, Ga., who country dirt roads. He thus attied on the program, took a quiz tained his goal and this talent
to determine who would represent for leadership sparked all enlee Lake Street
Phone 711 the U. S. in Jerusalem.
deavors to follow.
High school days, as Wayne
recalls, were no easier. Early each
•
A. C. Fields, Sec-Treas
Mayor Tripp Is
•
morning he tramped three miles
•
Tel
453,
Union City, Tennasaes
through
the
Honored
Services
Last
for
woods
Miss
Minnie
to
the
Eskmain
Weak
•
•
highway and then rode in the rear ridge, who died last Thursday
Mayor Nelson Tripp, whose
end of a pick-up truck the rest of night in a Memphis hospital, after
VACATION TIPS ..
the eight miles to Dresden, Tenn., an extended illness, were held work in the Cub Scout program
where he was enrolled at Dres- Saturday at 2:30 at the family resi- here, will ge down in the history
den High. Hardships never damp- dence. The Rev. J. A. Wilkerson of Fulton, received a fitting triened his ambitions, nor did the and Elder Garvin Brundige offi- bute June 23 when all the
inclement weather native to the ciated. Burial, under direction of Den Mothers of the cubbing proarea. Scholastic success, as well W. W. Jones and Sons Funeral gram here since 1941, honored
as athletic honors were Wayne's Home of Martin, was in the him at a surprise reception at
the First Methodist Church.
rewards. He participated in bas- Latham Cemetery. She was 75.
ketball and football and captainNo person has ever given more
Miss Eskridge was born Sept.
ed the school's baseball team. 15, 1882 near Latham, daughter to a youth program here than Mr.
However, to defray tuition and of the late Esq. and Mrs. J. A. 'Tripp. Under his direction the
books„ along with normal ex- Eskridge. She had lived on the local Cub Pack received nationpenses incurred, he sought odd same farm with her brother and wide recognition and is now one
jobs after class, such as janitor's a sister since the death of her the most active organizations in
The annual meeting of the members will be held
helper and painter, along with father. Her sister, Maud, preceded the city or community.
raking leaves on the school her in death April 2, 1956.
at the City Park in Murray, Kentucky, Wednesday,
grounds.
She leaves a brother, J. R.
July 9, 1958, at 10 o'clock a. m. for the purpose
Upon completing the prescrib- Eskridge; two sisters, Mrs. Myrtle
of hearing the report of the President of the Associed course and stepping over the Malone and Mrs Laura Wheeler,
threshold of life as it were, he bother of Dresden; a nephew,
ation and a general discussion of the cooperatives
joined the United States Navy in Richard Malone of Martin; two
1942 as Motor Machinist Mate 1/c. nieces, Miss Nell Loyd of Dresden,
affairs.
An extended tour of duty took and Mrs. W. H. Patton of Tupelo,
him to the South Pacific. He re- Miss.
BY ORDER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Pallbearers were Hulon Mosley, KILL THEM Yourselfulik MAR
ceived an honorable discharge at
John Lockridge, Irvin Shanklin,
TEKMITI CONTROL
New Orleans.
asses
pr•••st s-r•••
Actually, Wayne Cole's first Carlos Brundige, Dewey Brun- rasiv
for II nom Harall•••
lima
JOE E. PACE.
civilian job was in New Orleans dige, and Pete Killebrew.
tram, erase mil Armes Goo
Folder and Instrusetiras
as Icing Platform Clerk with the
Secretary-Treasurer
Tropical Ice and Cold Storage Co.,
BUILDER'S SUPPLY, Inc.
icing
banana
shipments
ter
Stanmanse
St. Phone 96 Fulton, Ky.
•
Mrs. John Asbell, 78, died early
•
dard Fruit, Fruit Dispatch and
Leave early on your vacatina
•
Saturday
morning
at
her
home
,of
other
independent
companies.
As
•
trip—then take it easy and
•
a step forward, Wayne joined the Fulton Rt. 4. near Cayce.
play it safe. If you're delayed
A native of Obion County,
Standard Fruit family in May of
on the road, just telephone
'49 as a "traveling messenger" in Tenn., Mrs. Asbell had lived most
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF
ahead to let folks know. WW1
the Dept. of Railroad Fruit pro- of her life in Fulton County. She
was
a
member of Ebenezer Methfind convenient outdoor
odist Church.
booths everywhere. And
She is survived by her husband;
you'll save money and
four sons, Edward Asbell of Oaktime by calling
ton, Robert and Fred Asbell of
station-to-station.
Fulton Rt. 4 and Raymond Asbell
of Paducah; three daughters, Mrs.
Ws Twice Ai Fast
and Tinos
Jack Allen of Fulton, Miss Edna
FULTON, KENTUCKY
AlLade
AwnW
Mose
to Coll By Number
May Asbell of Fulton Rt. 4 and
Cad
Lew
at
Kepilres1
eetely
Mrs. James Byrd of Crutchfield
ay—
At the Close of Business, June 30, 1958
and eight grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at
3 p. m. Sunday at Hornbeak Funeral Chapel. Burial was in Eben•
RESOURCES
ezer Cemetery.

John W.Shaw

Dale Faughn misses
out in Bible quiz

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS

crry

DRUG CO.

DEATHS

the money.

Olden Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'a

Miss Eskridge

NOTICE
Members of Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association

Take it easy
on the
Highway

TERMITES

Do all your speeding
by Telephone

BUDGET OF FULTON COUNTY
1958 — 1959
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1958-1959
SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF APPROPRIATIONS

II Protection to Person & Property

Actual
Estimated
I Budget
Expenditures Expenditures Appropriations
Preceding
Current
Year
Year

$24,832
I.

III Health & Sanitation
IV Hospitals, Charities &
Corrections
V

Libraries & Other Educational
Activities

VI Debt Service, General Fund
VII Miscellaneous, General Fund
TOTALS, GENERAL FUND
VIII Highways
IX Road and Bridge Bond Debt
Service
X SPECIAL FUNDS,
Funding Bond, Sinking Bond Fund!
Health District Fund
GRAND TOTALS
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ACP REOPE

Mrs. John Asbell

Accurst.
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
wawa.% awes

PURPOSE

(se, as
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agencies w
Ken-Tenn

I

6,130

$28,504

$28,593

9,525

2,520

I

I

1,780

I

7,900
1,450

Melvin Stephens
Melvin Porter Stephens, 49,
died at Fulton Hospital at 2 p. m.
Saturday followings three weeks
illness. He reportedly suffered a
series of heart attacks.
A native of Hickman County,
Mr. Stephens lived for some time
in Detroit, Mich., and recently returned to develop his lake, Stephens Lake near Beelerton. He was
also a farmer.
He was born Dec. 7, 1908, son
of Edd and Willie Coleman Stephens.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Mary
E 11 e n Austin Stephens; two

Loans and Discounts

_$

549,418.51

Overdrafts

None

Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
Stock in Federal Reserve Bank

15,500.00

Bonds and Securities

91,872.66

4,800.00

U. S. Government Bonds

2,257.000.00

Cash and Due From Banks

1,374,134.66
TOTAL

4,292,725.83

Capital Stoelt

80,000.00

Surplus

80,000.00

Undivided Profits
2,649 1

3,034

4,150

4,500

1

3,095
I

447

400

644
41,375
28,188

4,400

I

665

5,465

48,008

51,303

27,291

I

18,147

is simple and straight to
the point. We have experts to advise you on the
types of coverage that
you actually need. Our
policy is to protect your
investment AND your interests. Why not come in
and talk it over?
CALL

144,325.55

Unearned Discount

10,461.68

Reserved for Taxes, Other Contingencies

20,932.34

Semi-Annual Dividend, No. 112

4,800.00
3,952:206.26

DEPOSITS
-

TOTAL

Member: Federal Reserve System.
9,000
14,573
I

116,339

4,292,725.83

We Solicit Your Patronage On Our Record

23,316

Member: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
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(Ma note: the following information, supplied THE NSWS
by the USDA, ABC, nearby Ccniaty Agents and agricultural
agencies will be of Medal interest to progre,asive farmers HI the
Ken-Tenn area):
AC? REOPENED FOR SIGN-UP gram, but is one of those which
may receive price support at the
Cost-sharing for conservation discretion of the Secretary of
practices for use of liming materi- Agriculture. County and termials, rock phosphate and pasture nal rates for 1958 are based on
renovation is atrailable now, Roy a national average rate width reBard, Chairman of the local ASC flects 70 percent of parity.
Committee announced toda y.
Loans on Fulton County rye
Practicular emphasis is given at can be made from harvest time
this time of the year to those to January 31, 1959. The maturity
practices which may be perform- date is February 28, 1959.
ed during the summer and early
fall. Cost-sharing to farmers has MINIMUM WHEAT PRICE
been made available. Soil tests SUPPORT WILL BE $1.89
are required. Farmers desiring to, The minimum basic price-supapply for cost-sharing should take port rate in Fulton County on
a soil sample of the field to be 1958-crop wheat will be $1.89 a
treated or seeded to the county bushel, Roy Bard, Chairman of
agent's office. Hundreds of acres the County Agricultural Stabiliof grass sod in the county should zation and Conservation Commitbe renovated and additional seed tee announced today.
used. Legumes may be seeded in
August and September with fairly
As in previous years, the farmgood results on grass sod fields er will be able to obtain price
which have been worked with a support on wheat either by getdisk. Cost-sharing for use of fert- ting a loan at the support rate
ilizers will be given according to for farm-stored or warehouseneeds as shown by soil tests.
stored grain or by enteing intg
Mr. Bard points out that the a purchase agreement with the
best conservation practice is that Govenment. A Fulton County
of obtaining a good vigorous farmer who wishes to obtain a
growth of a grass-legunie cover. loan on terminal-stored wheat can
Lime is an important element in get information on terminal rates
promoting growth of vegetative at the county office.
cover.
REPORT SHOWS
AGRICULTURAL
LOCAL RYE PRICE SUPPORT
1957
PROGRESS IN.
RATE WILL BE $1.23
The Fulton County rate for
1958 price supports on rye will be
$1 23 a bushel, according to the
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Office. The rate
is for rye grading No. 2 or better or No 3 on test weight only.
Terminal rates for Fulton County
farmers are available at the County ASC Office.
Rye price supports, as in previous years, will be carried out by
loans on farm-stored or warehouse-stored grain or through
purchase agreements made between the farmer and the Government.
Rye is not one of the basic commodities in the national farm pro-

Solid progress was made during
1957 in expanding agricultural
markets and reducing surpluses,
according to the Secretary of
Agriculture's aninual report which
has just been published.
Kentucky Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee Chairman Roy C. Gray said
the report summarizes 1957 agricultural high-lights as follows:
Farm assets rose to an all-time
high—$188 billion. Farmers have
less than $11 in debts for each
$100 of assets. Owner equities rose
7 percent during 1957 to an alltime high of $168.4 billion.
Farm ownership is also at a
record high. Only one in three

SOUTH FULTON DRIVE-IN THEATRE
1% Milos South of Fulton on U. S. 45-E

Wednesday—Thursday—Friday, July 2-3-4
THE TIN STAR
SAD SACK
Dean Martin.
Jery Lewis

Henry Fonda.
Anthony Perkins

Saturday — One Day Only — July 5th
A
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Sunday—Monday—Tuesday,July 6-71

U. S. Naval Academy Midshipman second c1ass Hendon 0.
"Don" Wright, son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. 0. Wright of Highlands,
Fulton, Ky., completed two weeks
of amphibious training June 20
at the Little Creek Naval Amphibious Base, Norfolk, Va.
Arriving at Little Creek June
5, the midshipmen were given
practical experience in the tactics
used in modern amphibious landings.
Fresh fruit with its succulent flavor and Its glowing colors sakes
a perfect ending to any meal on a hot summer's day. It's refreshing.
It's light and it's easy to serve
You can cut the fruit up hours in cubes Peel and slice peaches, pears
advance of serving, if you sprinkle and bananas. Place together in a
Fruit-Freeze, (anti•darkening bowl. For each t ceps of mixed
agent) over it. This will protect frail dissolve I teaspoon Fruitthe fruit and keep it from brown- Freeze (anti-darkening agent) in 2
tablespoons scoter or frail Mice.
ing ...
Sprinkle over the fruit and toss
Fresh Fruit Platter
well so that each place of fruit is
For an attractive platter here is well coated. Peel melon, and slice.
a nice combination of fruits.
Wash and hull strawberries. Wrap
Fresh whole pineapple
grapes
fruit in waxed paper. When ready
Peaches
Bananas to serve place the pineapple half
Pears
Melon
on a platter; fill center with mixed
Strawberries
sliced fruit and top with strawCut pi
pie In half length- berry halves. Arrange melon slices
wise, scoop out meat and cut into and grapes on platter.

STARLITE DR1VE-IN

also
Starts at 7:40)

HOUSE 1011

NUMISOLS
I. CineresScope

JACK
PALANCE
ItAILOW ITOMI
BARBARA LANG

—
FROM HERE TO ETERNITY
e maliARDS
s.st Putig•mier
vivissim ryes
'
s. °ovens Act
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----- PLUS SECOND FEATURE
A SCREENFUL
OF TIIRILLS1

ELIZABETH SEAL

A NIAMeal WWI

MIMI*
PICTWIN
IMMO

JOHN

MILLS

CHARLES COBURN
BARBARA BATES

Tow ni
•
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Wednesday—Thursday—Friday July 9-10-11
COUNTRY
FUNNY FACE
HOLIDAY
MUSIC
Audrey Hepburn

Ferlin Husky
Fred Astaire
Rocky Graziano
COMING! Brigitte Bardot: Sensational French Star

"AND GOD CREATED WOMAN"
1111

MIN&

111111=11.V

SATURDAY, JULY 5
(Starts at 9.20)

BURT tAlICASIIII•110IITGOIST aIU
DORAN 10111.10111111111
DONNA El
tome Plor by DM& MADAM • AMA MIS is mei s. Mon aim
Protest Off WOW mai • cs.K.As res emliwei • A Co.' R•tr.•

Wright is now home for the
summer

return

The revival meeting will begin
at the Church of Christ on Sunday, July 6th, with Brother E.
Lacy Porter of Weiner, Arkansas,
delivering the messages. Services
will be held each night beginning
at 7:30. Brother Porter is wellknown throughout this area. A
veiy warm and cordial invitation
is extended to all to attend these
services.
Sunday visitors in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. McCord and
fsmily were: Mrs. John Overby, of
Franklin, Tennessee, Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Fox and son of Tampa,
Florida, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis McCord and son of Union City, Mr.
and Mrs. Irby McCord and family of Union City, and Mr. and
Mrs. Moulton gamble and family
of Greenfiled.
Sunday visitors in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Yigon Welch were:
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Davis and children of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Lewis Davis and children of
Crutchfield, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Ferguson and daughters, Miss
Bettye Welch, and Mr. and Mrs.
Grover Chapman of near Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel LaFlamsne
and sons of St. Louis have returned to their home after having
spent several days with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welch.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Collier's
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Ledbetter
home at Crutchfield and all their of San Gabriel, California, spent
1-ossessions were destroyed by fire the past week with their parents
Sunday night while they were here, Mr. anti Mrs. Alfred Ledaway from home.
better.
The family is in need of clothMr. and Mrs. Sam Welch and
ing. If you have any items to Mrs. Sam Hastings visited their
donate, please contact either Essie brother, Mr. Curtis Long at LucCollier at Cayce or Bessie Yates kett's Rest Home in Gleason Sunat Crutchfield.
day afternoon.
Mrs. Collier wears a size seven,
The Church of Christ had visitthe boy wears a size seven, the ing guests from Florida, Ohio,
girl, a size five, and the baby, a Martin, Franklin, and Union City
•
size Iwo.
for the Sunday morning services.
Mrs. Mary Cook, Mrs. Thad ParFULTON
TO
TRANSFERRED
rish and sons, Larry and David,
transwas
Brown
Mrs. H. A.
and Mr. Owen Thomas Cook spent
ferred from the home of her son Sunday afternoon at
Reelfoot
in Mayfield to Jones Hospital in Lake.
Fulton in a Hornbeak abulance
Mrs L. T. Caldwel is visiting
last Tuesday. She is the mother of her daughter, Mrs.
Dwight A.
Bob Brown_ of Fallon.
Drumm, and family of Camden,
Tennessee.
1957.
Mrs. R. F. Jones visited her
The family farm continues to
daughter, Mrs. Paul Kendall and
dominate agriculture. Ninety-six
Mrs. Ovon French and family of
percent of our farms and
Fulton last week.
operations,
family
are
ranches
about the same as 30 years ago

RICHARD DOROTHY.CAMIROM
MITCHELL
m A LONE
ROAM

also
(Starts at 7:30 and 10:50)
KELLEY AND ME
With Van Johnson
SUN-MON., JULY 6-7
(Starts at 8:55)
NO DOWN PAYMENT
With Jeffrey Hunter
also
(Starts at 7:30)
THE HUMAN JUNGLE
With Gary Merrill
TUF.S-WED., JULY 8-9
FIRST RUN FOR
UNION CITY AREA
(Starts at 8:55)
HIGH COST OF LOVING
With Jose Ferrer
also
(Starts at 730)
THE WARRIORS
With Erroll Flynn

Mar-

First Ky.

Victory

The first Confederate victory
in Kentucky in the War Between
the States, resulted from the
battle between General William
Nelson's Union forces and General Kirby Smith's Confederates
fought near Richmond, August 29
31, 1961.
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TROUD Warr
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6CAN JAGGER' --v....DAVID LAW
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•McCONNEIL NEWS
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •

Clothes neededf
home burns Sunday

••••-T-I'"

Back By Popular Demand!

to

the

Leinzigielli,
Va., and anettor, of -The Supreme
Command;" Dr Jesse W Tapp.
Ilk chairman of the board of
directors, Bank of America, Los
Angeles; William H. Townsend,
'12, Lexington attorney. Lincoln
historian-author an former president of the association, and Dr.
Richard M. Weaver, '32. professor
of English, University of Chicago.
and author of "Ideas Have Consequences" and 'The Ethics of
Rhetotic."

THEATRE
FULTON, KY.
Friday — Saturday — Sunday, July 4-5-6

The training was climaxed June
20 by a mammoth assault on the
beaches of Camp Pendleton, Va.
two
joined
midshipmen
The
thousand members of the 6th
Marine Regiment from Camp Lejeune, N. C., for the full-scale
amphibious landing.

farms has a mortgage. The rate
of farm foreclosures in the year •PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Charles Lowe •
ended March 1, 1957 declined
slightly from the year before and
continued at a low level.
After several weeks vacation
try to write again, tho' news
Farm commodity exports total- I'll
ed $4.7 billion in fiscal 1957, an is scarce around here.
The community extends symall-time high in both quantity and
pathy to Mrs. Billie Hickman and
value.
family in the death of her mother,
Surplus holdings of the Com- Mrs. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Cunningmodity Credit Corporation were
cut by about one-fifth between ham and children of Paducah have
February 1956 and December been visiting Mrs. Cunningham's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem.
William Earl Long celebrated
his birthday Monday in a quiet
way. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Long, and sister. Evelyn, of
Palton-Union City Highway
McConnell had supper with him
and his family.
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans spent the
THURS-FRL JULY 8-4
weekend in Fulton with her
Starts at 9 20)
grandson, Bill Cashion, and famiA REDHEAD..,A &ONO&
ly.
&at• POUR DAY UAW..
Mrs. Bill Freeman returned to
her home in Flint Michigan Monday after a 10 day visit with relatives here.

FIRST RUN IN THIS AREA!

;z4,
'AWARD, WINNER!
.

invited

Off-campus lecturers in the
tmin.ar will be University gradutes who have gained prominence
n their respective fields.
They include Dr. E. V. Murshree, '20, president of Esso Reiearch and Development Co. and
former chief of the U. S. guided
Dr. Forrest
program;
missile

COLON eV
Of LOKI

As SLUED ARTISTS Pictwe

been

have

the campus for the three-day
3ssion, July 33-Aug. 2.

II% OWN

Y

Pogue. 32, director of
shall Research Center,

Noted graduates
will speak at UK
Deadline for reservations for
e University of Kentucky Alumni
sociation seminar an -The Arrican Political Tradition" has
an set for July 10, according
u
Dr
D
dr1Cone, professor
story and coordinator for the
of
miner.
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Wright Completes
Training Coarse

Keep Your Platter Of Fresh Fruit
Bright and Colorful

LI LT III N
PHONE

12

NOW SHOWING! 6 More BIG Days!
JULY 3-4-5-6-7----Eith
10.--B-I-GSONGHITS!!

PULSES
WITH THE
HEARTBEAT
OF TODAY'S
YOUTH!

IT

A young
Nes Orleans

entertainer
fights to the
tiP

gasp and
hoodlums!
Bases on the
sensational
best-seller
'A Stone For
1111Danny
Fisherl

Many
Great
Songs!

ifir(sitihtraulkidlisagas•
Also —"Latest News — Color Cartoon!

FREE PASS.'

Macaroni'n
Cheese

TO THE

South Fulton Drive-In Theatre
•

2
/
(Located 11

miles

South of Fulton on the Martin Highway)

Minutos
from package to plotted
Kraft Dinner is
real tiftl• wed
money
KR Art
coma just pennies.
Keep it handy for
GiATID
hot 'a' hearty
ter rieit
and
dodder ciwimse school lunches
harry -up meals.
'modems
So easy. so geed'

with
DILICIOUS

•

WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY ONE PAID ADMISSION
This pass good any night beginning Thursday. July 3rd
and ending the night of Wednesday July 9th

(Clip this entire pass from paper and present it at boxoffice)
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Senate
Sampling'

Salad of

Rev. and Mr. F. L. Clement and
family. Rev. Clement is the new
Methodist pastor here.

1958'

Warren'Pompon has received
State UK extension appointment
Warren Thompson, Hickman
County agent at Clinton since
January 1943 for the University
of Kentucky Extension Service, a
former Fultonian, has been appointed Extension specialist in
pasture and forage crops and assigned to Lexington with offices
in the experiment station on the
UK campus.

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis D Patrick
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Sadler, Mr. and Mrs. Cluirles
Butler and Jr. Hughes, Rev. and
Mrs. Ira Henderson and family
were supper guest 'if Mr. and
Mrs. James 'ruck last Thursday
night.. After supper our pastor
(Rev. Henderson> and the deacons of the Crutchfield Baptist
church had their regular monthly
meeting.

tucky Farmer.''
In his new job, Thompson will
coordinate all affiliated departments to develop a pasture and
forage crops program to meet the
needs of Kentucky farmers.

He will spend about 60 percent
of his time on the UK campus
preparing and disseminating inJohn Vaughan, associate county formation to agents with farmers
agent in Calloway County, has all over Kentucky in the pasture
been recommended by the UK and forage crops program.
administration to replace ThompNo definite date was announcson in Hickman County.
Thompson to begin his
Vaughan has been accepted by ed for
Lexington, but indicathe Hickman County Extension duties at
Service council and will be recom- tions are that the date will be
mended July 5 for appointment as about September 1. He will concounty agent by the Hickman county agent until he assumes his
new duties.
County fiscal court.
Thompson is married to the
Thompson, a 1941 graduate of
the University of Kentucky, ser- former Betty Goldsmith. They
ved as assistant county agent in have three children, Kathryn, 14;
.McCracken and Madison counties David, 12; and Steve, p. The
before being assigned as county Thompsons will move to Lexington to make their'home when he
agent at Clinton.
assumes his duties there.
He returned to UK in 1956 to
continue his education and received a Master of Science in Agriculture degree last year.
Falmouth (Pendleton County)
A native of Fulton county, was first settled in 1776 and the
VirThompson is the son of K A. town established in 1799 by
Thompson of Fulton county and ginians who named it for Falthe late Mrs. Beulah Thompson. mouth, Va. Until 1854, when the
His farming background is rooted railroad was extended to this
in this section, having been point, Falmouth was a village of
schooled in his early youth by "mud roads, tin lanterns and talhis father who is a "Master Ken- low dips."

esinekle Threaten B. Morton receives a serving al
1958" from Mrs. Ivy Baker Priest, Treasurer al
at a meet luncheon held at the United States

of

harems of the second annual Senate Mad
of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson. Man
states
bore of
eatables flavored 1gelatin, 1 tabkoPocsi
and other
in 1 4 cups bc4 water. Add
from the world's largest salad mat
pepper and I table
teaspoon
mg
inches
14
wide,
feet
bowl—three
deep—which holds 320 main spoon vinepwe
Chill in a loaf pen until ril=
course servings. The salad, cmof
ated by General Foods Kitchens, ly thickened, add cup
combines 15 food ingredients shrimp, space for (=lane inee
which were provided by six one ID& squares, chill and Sem
Senators and eight Congressmen on tossed salad which inclu: a
package of frozen artichoke
from 11 states.
directed as
'Ilse home economists in OF hearts cooked as
tresses grapefruit seeKitchens have reduced the pro1 mg
portions of the world's largest page,'bors, cup diced tomatoes.'trig^
aesse cut in thin
salad from 80 pounds of shrimp, cheddar ,
cup
padeliced rips olives,
48 packages of lemon-flavored lop
onion mad 2
gelatin, 28 envelopes of
c- of mixed greens (Icebergsa
,..ng mix, 51relidi
type salad cl
escarole,
of lettuce, 42 packages of frozen romaine lettuce,
in
artichoke hearts, etc., into a home cress). Tom ingredients
roods
size version for four main course bowl with 1 cup of dressing
with old faehion garlic salad
servings.
To make jellied shrimp squares, chewing nail as directed as as
• package of lemon- yaw.
v ces were Monday afternoon
at 2 o'clock at the Methodist
Mrs. Ira Sadler •
church here with Rev. le L. Clement and Rev. Joe McMinn offiMr. and Mrs. Elvis Byrd and clung burial wrs in Greenlee
children have returned to Oak cemetery. This community exPark, Ill, after spending several tend its deepest sympathy to the
days with Mr. and Mrs. Verlle family.
Byrd and Roy.
mpathy is also extended to
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Poster of
Los Angeles, Calif. are visiting the family of Mrs. John Asbell
Hollis Strether and other relatives who passed away Saturday a. m.
here and in Pulgham community. Mrs. Asbell was the mother of
Mr and Mrs. Gerald Binford Mrs. James Byrd who lives here.
The Crutchfield Baptist church
and Diane have returned from a
very enjoyable vacation in Color- had youth day last Sunday Bev ado Springs, Colo, and other veral of the young people takenwestern states. While in Colo- .M over the teaching of the varrado Springs they saw Mr and ious S. 8. classes. Ronnie BurMrs. Alvin Harper end Edwards, gess son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
also Thurman Glenn Goodwin Burgess of Arlington was the
(former residents of Crutchfield ) Youth Pastor.
They • visited such points of inMr and Mrs. Dan Clement and
terest as "The Royal Gorge" baby of St. Louis,
Mo., are spend(Colo.) Phantom Canyon. and ing a few days with
his parents,
"Pike's Peak." On their trip back
they stopped over in Dodge. Kansas and saw a replica of the setting of "Gun Smoke" which was
quite interesting.
Mrs. Sallie Brandon of Dyersburg, Tenn. spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs S. A. Wageerier of Route 2.
Friends of this community were
saddened by the sudden death of
Joe Taylor, son of Mr. and Mn,
Roy D. Taylor of route 2. Young
Taylor drowned in a pond at his
home Saturday a. m. about 9:90.

• Crutchfield News

WADE'S REWORIED
FURNITURE
Another Supply of Reworked Living
Room Suites at WADE'S USED FURNITURE STORE, Completely Re-Built—
everything new but the frames. Drop by
and inspect them. you'll be glad you did.
Also have good used Suites at good
PRICES. Have everything you need for
the home. For the best in BUYS visit

Interesting program was presented.
Don Stephenson, president of
the Paducah Lions Club, and a
former
member cif the local
club, was present and was the installing officer.
The Jew officers are: W. P.
Burnett, president; James Warren, ...first vice-president; Robert
W. Burrow, second vice-president;
T. A. Homra, third vice-president;
Bobby Scates, secretary-treasurer;
Bill Adams, Lion Tamer; and
Thad Fagan, Tail Twister.

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Jones and
hildren of Detroit Mich., slated with Mr ' and Mrs. Clots
Vestch and Mr. and Mrs. Macon
ihelton and runty last Thursday and Friday.

Memhers of the Board of Directors are W. L. Roper, Dr. M.
W. Blankenship, Louis Weaks and
Ed Neely.

Miss Pauline Waggener of DeQuoin, Ill. who is visiting her
parents Mr. and Mrs. 8. A. Waggener, left last Friday a. m. for •
with relatives in
short visit
Chicago, Ill.

Mrs. L. 0. Carter is a patient
in St. Vincent's Hospital in MoVnette, Mo., with a back injury.
Her room number ia 209. Mr. and
Mrs. Carter and Mrs. Charles Rice
and sons had just arrived for a
visit to the former's son, John
Carter, and family, when Mrs.
Carter fell in the house and injured her back. She will be hospitalized there about a week.

MRS. CARTER INJURED

W. P. Burnette

The Fulton Lions Club held its
annual Ladies Night Friday, with
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie McMinn the installation of officers at the
and children of Fulton visited Rose Room
of Smith's Cafe. A
with his parents Rev. and Mrs. large crowd
attended and enjoyed
Joe McMinn Sunday afternoon. the buffet supper,
after which an
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Brown spent
the weekend in Evansville, Ind. I/
as the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Brown and childlren ,

Why let the cockleburrs
and morning glories get
IN YOUR CORN?

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Miles of
Martin, Tenn. spent last Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. S. A.
Waggener.
Mr. Waggener isn't feeling so
eel and plans., to enter Hillview
hospital this week for more blood
tranfusions.
Mrs. Clots Johnson and sons
of Chicago, ill. arrived Saturday
morning for a 2 weeks vacation
With Mr. and Mrs. Floyd fiendmon.
I'm asking for a "helping hand."
Any one that has any news of
Interest please call me at 1991111110.
You know we have lots of friends
and relatives who are in various
states that takes the "Good old
Fulton County News" and I know
they will enjoy reacing our
Crutchfield news.
So please help me wont you?
Naval Ordnance Laboratory
scientists as Silver Spring, Md.,
are developing an instrument
called the "Derry" a more accurate thermostat than those now
used to regulate home heating
plants. The heat of a match 10
feet away will make the sensitive
electro-chemical instrument work.

Forty to fifty cents an acre will keep
them out. Get our

SPRAYERS
SPRAY MATERIAL
INSECTICIDES
for profitable control of pests in your
valuable crops. . . NOW!

A.Clott;c717d Sons
East State Lim

"Trade with Wade Ind Save"
Phone 478
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Hot As A
FIRE CRACKER 5 SALE

Wade's Used Furnit' nre Store

,4-11 Cli
annual

Approve(
World':

WADE'S

—AT—

112 Main Street

Burnette is
installed as
Lions president

CABINETS
-

Sr

319-3'

,

Base Cabinet _ _
39.95
24" Base Cabinet
24.95
54" Wall Cabinet
16.95
42" Wall Cabinet
14.95
24x28" Wall Cabinet
10.95
22x24" Wall Cabinet
9.95
4-Piece Cabinet Ensemble
42.50
Bigg 22"-2-Door Utility Cabinet
Shelves in Doors
19.95
42
"

4%4.iteitico6tTlittion4
FOR YOUR HOME

Decorator Styled...
New Colors...
New Combinations

0,044.14,4Kcipii.

6.5%.FRATitguA1z.e.,!
9 AND

BIG 2-PC. LIVING ROOM SUITE

12 FOOT WIDTHS

MartIn-S•nour brings you the finest advice
of color specialists

. lust the right combi-

nations for styles as modern as next year!

Just check all these features!

Makes Good Bad

KEEP YOUR OLD SUITE

• Dries I. touch la lust I howl

$119.95

• One-coat COW/MU*
• Guaranteed washable!
• Glides on FAST and SMOOTH with brush.

SANDRMI
FLOOR COVERING

spray or roller!
Dries enamel hard—with ..•iyety finish!

7 PIECE BEDROOM GROUP

LAMPS — LAMPS — LAMPS

• Fashion-favored colors

• BOX SPRING
• INNERSPRING MATTRESS
• 1 PAIR VANITY LAMPS

Pao offensiv• odor I
▪

Non-yellowing

JUST A FEW LEFT
AT- - - -

$158.95
KOLOMMIRITI
ENAMEL

MONARCH
HOUSE PAINT

FLOOR AND TRIM
ENAMEL

SATIN SLOSS

Hold* Its high and hand
some gloss In spite of us*
and abuse. Quick-drying
and to easy to apply.

Real protection combinwd
with lasting beauty for the
outside of your horns. So
easy -:o-apply, tool

Durable high-gloss finish
for Interiors and exteriors.
Rem•rk•bly r•si•t•nt to
weather end heavy treat.

Color-k•y•d fur wails,
we ,dwork, bathrooms and
bitch•ns. Withstands repeated weishinart.

OLOS-TONE

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Phone 35

Fulton, Ky.

$2.95 each

WAD

FURNITURE
COMPANY.

3-PI:
Less

G
GAS

66"1,
DOI
2 Ba
54"
DO1
Wit

42"
SIl
WI:
500

"Trade with Wade and Save"

LAKE STREET

PHONE 103

FULTON, KY.

909

)t,

61

,as present-,
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'lub, and a
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41111 Clubs in area are back from
annual camp at Dawson Springs

are: W. P.
rames Warmst; Robert
e-president;
e-president;
y-treasurer;
'amer; and
ter.

Members of 4-H Clubs in this Carlisle County.
Mrs. Jan Ballard Bohn*, a 11056
Junior Star Camper awards
and three nearby counties are
Before beginning the telecast or
graduate of Murray State College,
back from five days at the Wes- were presented to Theo Gambel,
May 19, she was a third grade
nursery
the
for
teacher
TV
the
is
Myers,
tern Kentucky 4-H Club Camp at Cathy Morgan, Suzanne
at SS. Peter and Paul
teacher
oru
Room,"
"Romper
series,
school
Dawson Springs. Groups froth Cheryl Lamb, Fay Stratton and
Beaver, Pa.
in
School
WIIC.
station
television
Pittsburg
Fulton, Hickman, Marshall and Diane Riley, all of Marshall CounThe show, a network-local, is
ty; Rita Thompson, Nancy Shuff,
Carlisle Counties attended.
A native of Kennett,- Mo., Mrs.
produced in the same format but Bohna was an elementary eduThe schedule included a wide Billy Aznberg, Maurice Bondurant
with different casts in 57 cities
Fulton
of
all
Watts,
Harry
and
of
variety
recreational activities,
the United States. It cation major and a music minor
throughout
Edwina
Kimbell,
David
County;
,classes in handicraft, nature study,
of
the teacher and at MSC. She was a member
around
centers
Ward,
Willis
Roberts,
Janie
•hunters' safety and farm electri- Bugg,
Sigma, social soroSigma
Sigma
en
r
child
e
kindergarten-ag
six
DeCoy
and
city, flag ceremonies and vesper David Thompson
who are taught lessons, songs, and rity; Sigma Alpha Iota, music fraweese, all of Hickman County,
services.
that youngsters at home ternity; Association for Childhood
games
Special events included a de- and Dale Bracken, Harry Black,
may also join in learning.
Education, and the A Cappella
monstration of electrical appli- Larry Black, Joe Davis, Madeline
Two other regular members of Choir.
ances Tuesday by Mrs. Myrtle Owens, Helen Barriger and Philprs. Bohna's show (she is known
Weatherford, Clinton, Kentucky lip Holt, all of Carlisle County.
She is married to John Bohna.
as Miss Jan on the program) are
to
given
were
awards
Electrical
home
Company
Utilities
service
Don't Bee, former MSC football player, who
Mr.
and
Bee
Do
Mr.
Arnberg,
Billy
and
Watts
Cooper
adviser; a cook-out Wednesday
two cartoon characters who help is now a chemist with the Sun Oil
night; the traditional 4-H Candle- both of Fulton County, and Larry
teacher illustrate the right and Company in Pittsburgh.
the
County.
Carlisle
lighting Ceremony and visitors' Wilson,
wrong approaches to chilthe
John formerly played with the
night Thursday and the presentaCampers winning handicraft
dren's problems.
Fulton Railroaders and lived in
tion of awards Friday evening.
awards were Theo Gemmel, Eddy
Mrs. Bohna was selected for the
and Mrs. Leland
Judy Hilliard and Freddie Kim- McDermott, Pat Trimble, Phyllis
show from more than 200 appli- the home of Mr.
Dianne
and
Fulton.
Hiett
Janet
Ethridge,
ball, both of Hickman County,
after extensive auditions. Jewell at 315 Carr St.,
cants
received the Gold Medal Award, Riley, Marshall County; Karen
highest camping honor. The Sil- Schwartz, David Sensing, Mary
ver Medal award went to Larry Redford and Carol Tibbs, HickFULTON COUNTY 4-H CAMPERS— Elaine Butler (leader), Mrs. Donald MaStewart, Hickman County, and man County; Kay Griffen, Karen
Bronze Medal awards to Jane Green, Rita Lattus, Barbara Lat- Fulton County's delegation at Western bury (leader), John Bob Watts, Larry
Story and July Harrell, Marshall tus, Janice Yarbro, Sandra Harri- Kentucky 4-H Club Camp No. 2 at DawTiff M,;itlif
Gardner, Leon Bransford, Michael SheeAll types of inearanee
County; Charles Michel and Joyce son, David Fields, Joyce RobinAUTC.,s4ATIC
group
The
shown here.
Robinson, Fulton County, and son, Martha Barnett, Ruby Shel- son Springs is
ham, Joseph L. Atwill, Jimmy D. Myer.
TomBarnett,
our
Martha
GET
includes:
WANER
Susan Davis and Judy Burgess, ton and Sheila Moss, Fulton Coun- pictured
Joe Lynn Duke, David Fieldly, Charles SAVE !
ty, and Judy Brown, Mary Ful- my Sheeham, Brenda Griffin, Sue Little,
McMullin, Randy JefPACKAGE DEAL
W. have complete stocks ler, Bobby Meyers and Berry Jimette Dedman, Scarlet Turner, Jean Everett, Bobby
estIL PIMA
Billy
Perry, Carlisle County.
Shaw,
George
Shaw,
fress, Irvin
M11.62( dale
"Covering everything"
Lattus,
Rita
Jefferess,
Carol
Johnson,
Awards in riflery went to Phil1 6- 11611
Little, Joe Newton, James
Billy
Amberg,
..,ow down payaseet....„__Ibi"
Nancy
422 Lake St.
lip Inman, Hickman County; Bob- Rita Thompson, Barbara Lattus,
and Easy Terms --"`
Mike].
Charles
Butler,
Edward
Everett,
by Burgess, Carlisle County; Shuff, Janice Yarbro, Joyce Davie, Karen
Phone 408
Fulton, Ky.
BENNETT ELECTRIC
for HOME and FARM
Mike White, Lynn Major, Harry Watts.
David Moss, Fulton County; David
Phyllis
Greer,
Anna
Mabry,
Carol
Green.
County, and
Hickman
Thompson,
Machines
Cooper Watts, Maurice Bondurant, David
Eddie McDermott, Marshall Coun- Campbell, Joyce Robinson, Jane Finch.
BENNETT ELECTRIC ty. Casting awards were present- Sandra Bellew, Linda Arrington (leader), Moss, Monroe Bollew, Pat Sheeham, Joe
FULTON ed to Harry Watts and Johnny
PHONE 201
B. Bondurant (lead- Mac Williamson, Eddie William, Glenn
Bob Watts, Fulton County; Eddie Ann Marshall. Myra
Sue Jean Howell, Leon Jones, and Bill Padon.
Brasfield,
McDermott and Theo Gemmel, er), Virginia Ann
Marshall County, and David Sublette, Joyce Everette, Sandra Harri- Kentucky Utilities Company farm service
Thompson, Hickman County.
son, Sheiloda Moss, Ann Adam, Susan adviser and electric instructor at the
The camp staff included Homer
camp.
ITS HERZ
Miller, manager; Riley Denning- GlidwelL Catherine Jones, Pat Owens.
rhe Sensational New Invention ton, 4-H staff adviser: Barbara Jo
VOIVELL VISITS HERE
MAKES HONOR ROLL
Sutheriand's "MD* Tram
Johnson, song leader; Wilbur Padon, Kentucky Utilities ComA total of 43 students from
Bob Vowel', who is stationed
Drake, rural electric co-op repre- pany farm service adviser, who
No Belts — No Straps —
Weakley County are listed on the in the U. S. Air Force at Topeka,
No Odors
sentative, boating; John Watts and taught classes in electricity.
spring quarter honor roll at Kansas, visited with friends in
Approved by Doctors — The Maxine Griffin, recreation; WarUTMB. To achieve the honor roll, Fult on last week. He was
ren Thompson, dean of men; SunWorld's Most Comfortable
shine Colley, dean of women; BerTruss
students must earn a minimum enroute back to his base, after
tha McLeod, handicraft; Faye
grade average of "B". On the having visited his family in TenCITY DRUG CO.
Atherton, Mickey Dennington and
honor roll from Fulton is Mar- nessee. He was formerly employed
Mrs.
Fulton Jimmy Inman, swimming;
408 Lake St.
garet Finch Gibbs.
by the Henry I. Siegel Co. in
Iva Lou Ladd, dietitian, and Bill
Donald Clapp, who was arrestFulton.
WORLEY ;8 GUEST
ed on a voluntary manslaughter
Cpl. 011ie Worley, son of
charge, following the automobile
VISITS IN FULTON
accident in which Mrs. Lou and Mrs, John E. Worley, Fulton,
Mrs. A. L. Gunter and son,
was
as
selected
Route
4,
special
Mr.
Wrather was killed and
Junior, of Paris, Tenn., spent a
Wrather was critically injured, guest of honor recently at a couple of days in Fulton visiting
Kentucky
party
Night"
"State
has been bound over to the Grand held at the Fort Holabird Service relatives.
Jury during the September term Club, Port Holabird, Balitmore,
MOVED JULY IA
of Fulton Circuit Court. The hear- Md.
ing was held before County Judge
The Charlie Scates Store movJohn Bondurant at Hickman Fried into its new Lake Street
CLOSED JULY 4th
y morning.
Retail store,of Fulton will be location, in the building formerly
day Friday July 4th. occutned by City Motor Company
Clapp, a California college stu- closed all
a
visiting
here
dent who was
lad
friend when the accident occur201
Phone
Fulton
319-31 Walnut St.
red, made a cash bond of $1,000.00,
according to Sheriff M. E. Garri.son.

ward of Diper, Dr. M.
Weeks and

'AMID

$ a patient
ltal in Mosick Injury.
09. Mr. and
!harles Rice
rived for a
son, John
when Mrs.
ise and innil be hoeweek.

Wife of John Bohna, former Fulton ballplayer,
to play in TV series; Murray graduate

Dewey Johnson

et

eep

Dayton V-Belts

11.11kE.

our

ilf

me 202

JULYI
SHOE

Clapp bound over
to Grand Jury

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
AT
SEE
Bennett EI.drlc

Furniture Co.

Mr. Wrather, a radio executive
from Union City, Tenn., and formerly of Fulton, has been in a critical condition in the Baptist Hospital in Memphis since the accident over three weeks ago.

when your TV
needs a friend...

Pilot Oak youth
wins Hughes Award

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service

.1
Sr(

Richard Wray Vincent, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Vincent of
Pilot Oak community, has been
awarded the J. W. Hughes Medal
at Union University for being the
outstanding member of his graduating class.

Our TV repair men are trained to
service every standard set. Call
us for dependable service.

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

PLUMBING SPECIAL
98

3-PIECE BATH — "A" GRADE
Less Fittings

3

The medal is awarded on the
basis of citikenship, character,
leadership, scholarship and school
service. Only students who have
completed four years of work at
Union University are eligible to
receive it. The award was given
in memqry of the father and
mother of Dr. J. W. Hughes.

Marion Blackstone
Studying On Scholarship
Twenty-nine students who graduated from high school last
have received summer
spring
music scholarships at Murray
College and have enrolled for the
Summer Session.
The scholarship winners include Marion Blackstone of Fulton High School.

COMMUNITY BARGAIN DAYS in Union
City means BIG SHOE VALUES at Barnett's.
Shop today and SAVE !!
For Women —
Naturalier, values to $12.95
Life Stride, values to $10.95

$7.90
$6.90

For Children —
Buster Brown, values to $8.95
Robin Hood, values to $6.95

$4.99
$3.95

alt•

To $12.95 values, now
$7.90
To $9.95 values, now _ _ _ _ _ $5.90
To $6.95 values, now
$3.90
(Some styles lower)

WHILE THEY LAST!
For Men—
Roblee, values to $13.95
Pedwin, values to $10.95

All sales final

$9.45
$7.45

EDWARDS SHOE STORE
Union City, Tennessee

BURNETT'S SHOE STORE

30 GAL. GLASS-LINE —10 YEAR
GAS WATER HEATER

$67.50

66" DOUBLE COMPARTMENT
DOUBLE DRAIN with faucet and
2 Basket Strainer

$89.98

54- SINGLE COMPARTMENT
DOUBLE DRAIN BOARD
With Faucet and Strainer

$76.40

FOR GIGANTIC SAVINGS

42" SINGLE COMPARTMENT
SINGLE DRAIN
With Faucet and Strainer

$59.95

Shop In Union City July 10, 11, 12 during

500 GAL. SEPTIC TANKS

KY.

Clean-Up of Summer Shoes!
Quality Shoes — New Styles
Wonderful Values!

Union City, Tenn.

$59.95

Campbell Plumbing Shop
909 ARCH STREET

217 South First St.

FULTON

COMMUNITY BARGAIN DAYS

/6
DOZER or drag-line work. Free
estimates on jobs or hour work.
Bill Wright, phone 2240, Hickman, Kentucky.

CLASSIFIED ADS
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.

WE

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

WE'RE LOOKING

NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Mac- FOR THE DISSATISFIED
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
SALESMEN!
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Com- If you're happy in your job, makpany, DRIVE-IN Office Out- ing the kind of money that satisfies you and your family, then
fitters, Phone 674.

WADE FURN CO.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103

CHEVROLET owners use genuine
DON'T READ ANY
Chevrolet parts for best perforFURTHER!
mance service satisfaction.
Available in Fulton only at But - if you're disillusioned, disTaylor Chevrolet Company, satisfied and not realizing your
"Your Authorized Chevrolet potential in earnings, then
Dealer in Fulton". Lake Street,
READ ON-IT CAN
pnone 38.
THE MOST startling paint development in the last 30 years':
Burk-Hall's PMR (peel and
mold resistant house paint) eliminates the need for frequent
repainting because it reduces
cracking, blistering and peeling. A revolutionary ingredient
insures all this plus a clean,
bright, lasting paint surface.
Guaranteed three years after
date of application. Fulton Paint
and Glass Company, Church
Street; phone 909.

MEAN AN AVERAGE OF
$200.00 WEEKLY TO
YOU

NEWSPAPERS
daily and Sunday

MAGAZINES
Cigars - Souvenirs

Frankum's News Stand
(Next to Frankum's Texaco Station on West State Line).

and Illinois. In 1851, however,
Paducah saw its primacy challenged by Cairo, where the Lakesto-Gulf railroad was to crone the

Services for Mrs.
Allen to be Friday

RENT - - - -

Services for Mrs. Troy Lucille
Burgess Allen, who died at 9.45
Tuesday morning at her home on
Fulton, Route 1, after a short
illness, will be held Friday afternoon at 2, at the Whitnel Funeral
Horne chapel. The Rev. A. D.
Goodwin, pastor of the Church of
the Nazarene, *ill officiate. Burial
will be in Pleasant Valley Baptist
Cemetery on Highway 307 north
of Fulgham. She was 47.
Allen leaves her husband,
Jesse Allen; a son, Rayburn
Hawks of Chicago; a daughter,
Mrs Charles Lowe of Chicago; a
brother, Charles burgess of Fulton; several grandchildren; two
nieces. Miss Edith Earl Lancaster
of Nampa, Idaho and Mrs. Harvey
Boone of Granite City,`Ble-

LT.-GOV. HARRY-

Continued from Page One
late Mr. and Mrs John W. BurConstitution Life Insurance ComPlenty of Parking anytime
ton of Calloway County, taught
pany's liberal commission and
Open daily 8: am - 7: pm
school for more than 25 years and
guaranteed renewals make it posin 1933 entered the insurance
sible for the CLIC() agent to MOTORCYCLES: new and used. business with the Supreme Forest
average as high as $200.00 weekly.
Barney Corner, 405 Ferry
oodmen Circle and for a number
The longer our men are with
of years served as State Manager
Street, Metropolis, Illinois.
us, the more they earn in comfrom which job she retired sevmissions. We are not looking for
eral years ago.
the shopper, wg want career inUpon his graduation in. 1932
surance men who will not be satfrom Murray State College he
entered upon a career as a newsisfied with anything but top exeCARD OF THANKS
paper publisher. At times in the
cutive bracket earnings.
past he owned and published the
Take advantage of this offer
I wish to take this means of
Fulton Daily Leader, Arlington
expressing my sincere thanks for TODAY. Write, call or see:
Variety of Patterns !
Courier and the Carlisle County
the kind thoughts and deeds, and
of
Fabrics
Variety
!
News, but finding his home paper
the many nice cards I received
(the lAickman County Gazette at
during my illness and stay in the
Clintonl, and other interests inINSURANCE AGENCY
hospital.
cludingearrning and politics tak-Torn Arrington
422 Lake St - Phone 408
ing so much of his time, he sold
Wash 'N Wear Slacks
Fulton, Kentucky
all the newspapers but the
$8.95 to $9.95
Gazette.
FREE PARKING!
He was married to Laura FerRICE'S MEN'S WEAR guson in 1933. She is the daugh218 Main
Phone 235 ter of Mr. and Mrs. G. K. Ferguson of LaCenter, Ballard County.
She attended Murray State ColSPRINGTIME IS
lege and was graduated from
Lawn Mower Time !
Across From
Western State College, Bowling
Green in 1933.
Coca-Cola Plant
They have three children, Mrs.
Expert engine tune-up and
Rose Gayle (Bob) Hardy, Nancy
Mack Ryan
Burton, and Harry 1..ee, Jr., and
mower sharpening.
one grandchild.

WASH 'N WEAR
Summer Suits

DEWEY JOHNSON

$29.95

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

AIR CONDITIONER
SPECIALS!

Charles Stafford

WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes Modern equipment,
experienced workmen. Write
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
Fulton, Ky
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and autinnatic models, $139.25
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

1958 MODEL
GIBSONS
1-ton, 9,400 BTU
$179.95
2-Ton, 17,400 BTU
$259.95_

Free pickup and delivery
in city.
- -CASHION'S
Specialized Service
Phones 559 and 459
111 East State Line
Across From Browder Mill

"ice

BURNETTE
TRACTOR COMPANY
4th St.

SEE US
fore You Purchase
Your Seed and
Fertilizer Needs
•
Tap-Quality Field Seeds
and Fertilizer
SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
?.01 Central Ave. Phone 399

For The

'BEST
and

CLEANEST

FARM LOANS

FREE ESTIMATES
Long Terms-Easy Payments

buy it at

FLOWERS
HALLMARK greeting Cards

Scott's Floral Shoppo
Phone 20 J

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Church Street

List your
Farm and town Property
with the

Fulton

Fulton
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
129 MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone 1555
"Union City
(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders-Snecial orders

Continuea from Page One
diving at Sunny Dip pool, niore
band concerts and other musical
programs, a carnival for the kiddies, with side shows and other
special attractions and splendid
fireworks at 9 p. m. rounded out
a day of gaiety. A dance at the
Usona Hotel was the closing
event of the day.
In the center of the "Midway",
an arch had been erected on a
flat car. On it, in fireworks, was
spelled "Illinois Central R. R.".
In his address. Judge Burch
said:
"This is how Fulton's first railroad came to be built. For years
Paducah had been the principal
river crossing between Kentucky

FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleanORNAMENTAL IRON
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Yard Markers and Name Plate.
Phone 35, Church Street.
Porch Railing, Wrought Iron or
THE BEST deals are "TaylorCasting.
Made." See Ellis Heathcott or -Porch Columns, Wrought Iron or
Dan Taylor at Taylor Chevrolet
Casting.
Phone 38.
Step Railing, Wrought Iron or
Casting.
Lawn Furniture.

USED FURNITURE

For Every Occasion

Phone 169

WANTED: Job as sawmill or
stave millwright T. J. McDaniel. phone 39-R, Sharon, PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditionTennessee.
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
Company, Union City, Tenn..

10,000 VISITED-

See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.
203 Main St.

Phone 5

AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
'and wilt appreciate the opportunity to show you our beautiful line of memorials. Tom
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.

100 Acre farm, 7 miles from
town on gravel road, 2 old
homes that are repairable.
Cattle fenced, two springs that
supply year around water,
school and milk route. This
farm is sowed down and is
excellent pasture. Priced to
move at 255.00 per acre. Will
trade.

ATTENTION: Ladies in Water
Valley, Crutchfield, Pilot Oak,
Cuba, Lynnville, Cayce, Dukedom: for profitable part-time
work. Must have 18 hours
available to earn $41.30 in these
special areas; no experience
needed.
Write Mrs. Betty
Piercy; P. 0.- Box 1006, Jackson, Tennessee, or phone Jackson 2-1889 after 8:00 p. m. If
rural area, include direction to
home and phone number.

REPAIR SERVICE
RADIO AND TV

WOOD & PRUITT TV
300 Walnut St.

Phone 211

Authorized RCA-Victor
Sales and Service

Wick Smith Agency
Insurance - Real Estate

Fulton, Ky.

Ernest Morse doing businees
at 316 E. Jackson Street, Hickman, Kentucky. hereby de-

Motorola-Capitol--RCA
HiFi, tape recorders
record players
Complete se1ecti3n
of RECORDS

clares his Intention to apply for

Pops-cldssical-gospel

license as retail beer dealer

Join our Record Club
Buy 10-get one free
We sell ALL brands TV,
radios, Hi-Fi and recorders

under the State law.

"This was the first step ever
taken by the Illinois Central to
interest iself financially in the
lines south of the Ohio River. It
marked the adoption of a new
policy which was eventually to
extend the influence and operations of the Illinois Central into
seven Southern states and bring
Fulton to the fore as a railway
center.
"Before the close of 1872 the
Cairo Extension was under construction and Fulton was beginning to take on new life. Early
in the winter of 1873 the last rail
was laid, and on December 24
of that year the first through
passenger train ever operated between new Orleans and Chicago
passed through Fulton.
"In the meantime, other developments of note had taken
place. The line from Fulton to
Rives had been extended to Trimble in 1873 and to Memphis in
1874, providing Fulton for the
first time was a direct route to
the 'Kluft City.' By 1876 the Illihois Central had invested more
than $18,000,000 in the Southern
Lines. By 1878 the Illinois Central had a controlling interest in
these lines, and steps were taken
to rebuild te properties in confirmity with Illinois Central
standards
"In 1897 the Illinois Central

Illinois Central Reaches Cairo

"The Illinois Central's latest
contribution to the importance
of Fulton as a railway center
was the construction of the line,
188 miles in length, between here
and Edgewood, Ill., shortening
the rail distance between Fulton
and Chicago by twenty-two miles.
The construction of this project
was begun in 1925. The Kentucky section was opened on April
7, 1927. The Illinois section was
completed early in May, 1928,
and on the 7th of that month
the first train was operated over
the entire line.

"A
party
attirei
are M
are M
whose

"Today Fulton is the focal
center of five lines of the Illinois
Central System and the only
point on the entire system
through which moves every passenger, every ton of freight and
every train passing over the system from North to South and
from South to North."

BIG
VALUE

SIMMONS
MATTRESS

"In the meantime the Paducah
railroad ,had been reorganized
and its nape had been changed
to the Paducah & Gulf, of which
Judge L. S. Trimble was the controlling spirit. Also in the meantime the Illinois Central Railroad
between Chicago and Cairo had
been completed and the New
Orleans railroad was nearing
completion as far north as Jackson, Tenn. Before the outbreak at
the War between the States
10 YEAR GUARANTEE
trains were running all the way
YOUR COST
BRINGS
from New Orleans to Jackson,
DOWN TO ABOUT
and the Mobile & Ohio was completed from Jackson through
Rives and Union City to Columbus, Ky., providing Fulton with
through rail connections to and,
from nearly all important cities
of the South and East and North.
"In 1872 the present main line
of the Illinois Central between
Paducah and Louisville was opened, providing Fulton with a direct
route to the latter cit,y. In the
same year the Illinois Central •
Railroad Company, which had
previously confined its activities
to points north of the Ohio River,
took a momentous step which
resulted a few yestti later in.extending its operations into the
Sohthern states, where more than
one-half of its milage is today.
"Among those high in the
councils of the Illinois Central at
that time were Former President
William H. Osborn and General
Superintendent James C. Clarke,
who was later to become president of the company. Both were
"4 Floors of Fine Furniture"
recognized as railway executives
of the higest order. Largely upon
Walnut Si.
Fulton
Phone

Gra
and 11
the is
durial
whine

BEAUTYREST

Fart

Pay-01

ed tie

GRAM FURNITURE CO.
185

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3.PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% In 3 MOS.
30,7, in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 - 1611

Wick Smith Agency

•

SPECIAL!

'4.95

FOR THE BF.ST Deal tin Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0. Butts at The
TV ANTENNAS: We installHarvey
Caldwell
Co..
trade---repair and move. Get
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, (Garland Merryman, Cecil
Wade)
our prices. We service all make.;
Phone 874. We trade for your
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
old equipment
215 Main
Phone 126

LEGAL NOTICE

Illinois Central Enters the South

400 East Main Street
Call 1872
Fulton, Ky.

M & W Appliances

FOR SALE

"Realizing the significance of
the proposed Lakes-to-Gulf road
system, citizens of Paducah lost
no time in organizing the New
Orleans di Ohio Railroad Company to build a railroad from Paducah to connections with both
the New Orleans and the Mobile
railroads near the Kentucky-Tennessee line. The New Orleans &
Ohio Railroad Company was
chartered on January 9, 1852.
'This marked the beginning of
railway history in western Kentucky. Ground was broken for
Fulton's pioneer railroad at Paducah in 1853, and the first train
was run between Paducah and
Florence, nine miles south, on
July 4, 1854.
"Before the close of 1854 the
railroad had been opened as far
south as Hickory Grove (now
Hickory), and before the close
of the year the railroad had
reached Mayfield. When the panic
of 1857 suspended all railway
construction, the road was practfcally completed to the junction
point of the Mobile & Ohio Railroad at Rives, Terui., and trains
were running between Paducah
and the Kentucky-Tennessee line,
where a station had been erected
and named Fulton, for the county.
"Fulton station was established at the point where the railroad from New Orleans was expected to cross the PaducahRives lines. For several years
thereafter the place, and the postoffice were referred to as 'Fulton Static14-i'

System took over the operation
of the railway line between
Louisville and Memphis, through
Fulton, putting finally to an end
the series of • reamtiverships and
misfortunes that had marked the
road's history up to that time.
"In 1908 the Illinois Central
System extended its operations
to Birmingham and the followdig year the 'Seminole Limited,'
the system's all-year-round daily
passenger train between Chicago,
St. Louis and Florida, made its
maiden trip, passing through Fulton on its southbound trip on
November 18. Since then more
than 18,000 runs have been made
in this service.

B. J. PRITCHARD,

Any make--any model
I

Ohio.

the recommendation of these
men, a loan of $5,000,000 to the
Southern Company for the-building of the Cairo Extension was
approved by the directors.

Gallon
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MARTIN SENOUR "3000"

Outside white house paint
A durable, lead-free, slow-chalking, self-cleaning exterior white.
-3000- House paint is a fume-proof finish for HOMES- FARMSINDUSTRY.
Available in Fulton only at

Exchange Furniture Company
207 Church Street

Telephone 35
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